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There’s a big life
inside every Ascent.™
Presenting the all-new 3-row 2019 Subaru Ascent.

Families grow and so does the list of things you want to see together. That’s why we’ve built our
biggest SUV ever. Standard Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive + up to 27 mpg.* Room for up to 8 passengers,
with a choice of second-row captain’s chairs or bench seating. You can even tow up to 5,000 pounds.†
Love is now bigger than ever.

Ascent. Well-equipped at $31,995.**
Subaru is a registered trademark. *EPA-estimated highway fuel economy for 2019 Subaru Ascent and Ascent Premium models with standard equipment. 2019 Subaru Ascent Limited shown is rated at 26 mpg highway. Actual mileage may vary.
†
Maximum towing capacity varies by trim level. Trailer brakes may be needed. See your retailer for details. **MSRP excludes destination and delivery charges, tax, title, and registration fees. Retailer sets actual price. Certain equipment may be
required in specific states, which can modify your MSRP. See your retailer for details. 2019 Subaru Ascent Limited shown has an MSRP of $41,945. Vehicle shown with accessory equipment.
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GET FIT • HAVE FUN • MAKE FRIENDS

JOIN IN
AUGUST &
RECEIVE

NOW REGISTERING
FOR OUR SUMMER
TOURNAMENT:

HALF-OFF

ENROLLMENT

NTRP EVENT
AUGUST 8-12
4.5/4.0/3.5/3.0
MW Singles/Doubles/Mixed

NOW BOOKING

PERMANENT
COURT TIME
FOR 2018/19
INDOOR SEASON

EXPERIENCE THE

BEST

INDOOR LIGHTING
IN COLORADO

NEWLY SURFACED
INDOOR & OUTDOOR

CUSHIONED
COURTS!

Junior Lessons
After School & On Saturdays

Adult Lessons
Drills, Leagues & Cardio Classes

Heated Platform Courts
with Fireside Lounge

6305 WEST 6TH AVENUE IN LAKEWOOD • (303) 232-6272

www.MEADOWCREEKTENNIS.com
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About COLORADO TENNIS
COLORADO TENNIS (USPS #013-371) is the quarterly publication

Tennis has always embraced innovation. The
latest trends in the digital revolution are
bringing mind-blowing technology to the game,
which is transforming the tennis experience.
From watchables to wearables, technology
is everywhere...except for maybe the most
important piece of all.
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CENTRE
COURT IS
CALLING
:: 16 Indoor Courts | 24 Outdoor Courts
:: USTA Adult Team Tennis, Mixed Doubles,
Seniors’ Tennis, and 10 & Under Programs
:: Elite and Excel Jr. Programs
:: Adult Tennis Drills and Ladders

Enjoy a

complimentary
tennis clinic
and a

free 3-day membership

Visit ColoradoAthleticClubs.com to learn more about all of our 7 Front Range locations.

Inverness 303.790.7777

Monaco 303.758.7080

*Restrictions and terms may apply. Must be local resident, age 18 or older with valid photo ID. First-time guest only. Offer ends July 31, 2018. ©2018 Wellbridge

CAC_Tennis_Jun18_FINAL.indd 1
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THE ENGLISH GARDEN:
WIMBLEDON (IBM, 2016)

COVERSTORY
THE GAME OF TOMORROW

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IS SHAPING THE TENNIS EXPERIENCE

echnological product innovations
are impacting all sports and
fitness activities, and tennis is no
exception. The sport has always
been one to embrace new materials
and technologies as it continues to add to the
17.9 million tennis players in the US, based on
research from the Tennis Industry Association
(TIA).

T

“For tennis players, and those who want to
play the sport, having access to new technology
with user-friendly feedback will bring the tennis
experience to a new and different level,” notes
TIA Executive Director Jolyn de Boer. “This
technology gives players the feedback that they
want and can use to improve their on-court
performance and fitness levels.
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According to the TIA, there were 2.07 million
new tennis players in 2015, which is a 3.8%
increase compared to 2014. And, another 2.2
million players returned to tennis in 2015, which
is a 14.8% increase. In addition, 14.75 million
Americans who are non-players are interested
in playing tennis, and another 12.8 million who
may not have played in the past year “consider
themselves” tennis players.
“The popularity of these technologies with
tennis consumers looks strong since participation
is on the upswing,” adds de Boer. “Smart Court
technology and wearables also offer coaches
and facilities an opportunity to capitalize on this
growing trend with 'smart lessons' and also
provide exciting adaptations for near perfect
player matching.”

Wimbledon is a traditional championships, but
there’s so much technology hidden behind
the scenes.
There are 120 broadcast cameras around
Wimbledon’s grounds, broadcasting to
an audience of about 1 billion.
The movement of the players and the ball
is tracked around the court by 10 different
cameras, tracking 50 frames a second.
There’s the sensors in the roof
that track the humidity.
There’s the sensor on the net cord. The LED
displays showing the score and speed of serve.
There’s the data entry system capturing stats
from all the matches.
There’s 110 miles of television cable running
around the grounds.
But we hide as much of the technology as we
can to stay true to our original ideal;
Tennis in an English Garden.
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Tech boom promises
game improvement
From timing to technique, footwork
to fitness, internet searches deliver
millions of results, ranging from
YouTube videos and other tutorials
to game improvement strategies and
technologies that promise you a better
backhand or a faster serve after just
one lesson.
To be sure, technological innovation
has played a critical role in the way
the game has evolved from the way
we learn to the clothes we wear. Look
around you. It's the 21st Century and
the equipment used by players today
is high-tech.
Fifty years ago, racquets were not
much more than glorified
wooden
paddles.
Spanning just
60 square
inches, most racquets of that age weighed in at nearly a full pound when strung. Today, heavy
racquets weigh in around three-quarters of a pound, while some light-weight sticks top out at
just over a half-pound.
Top players today use racquets in excess of 100 square inches, and novice players can
upgrade to 125 square inches. But before we ever got oversized racquets, we got aluminum
ones. It was just 35 years ago when manufacturers started switching to graphite instead of
wood or metal in the production of their frames.
Today, manufacturers are building racquets with integrated sensors, built inside the handle,
to analyze multiple dimensions of data, which provides statistics on where you are hitting the ball on
the face of the racquet, the RPMs, and energy. You can even post your data to social media. #thanksforsharing
We can track our heart rate, the distance we run, our maximum and average speed, the number of steps we take, and
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even the total calories we burn...all on a little wrist
band that has replaced the diamond tennis bracelet
as the most sought-after wearable on the courts. But
wait, new sensors that are worn on your racquet hand
track spin, power, session time, and rally length and
are, of course, compatible with Apple and Android
phones.
Today's apparel is innovative. Sure, we search for
the flashy colors, but today's fabrics wick sweat and
keep us cool and less clammy than our Bjorn Borginspired Fila polo shirts or Chrissy's Ellesse tennis
skirts. Modern fabrics even offer better
sun protection than sunscreen, which
won't wear off when you sweat. Modern
shoes are lighter, more supportive and
even more durable than ever (and let's
not forget that they are available in every
color imaginable).
Even tennis courts have evolved, as
modern surfaces often feature cushioning
so our aging knees can survive our
longer hitting sessions, and the colors of
the court are continuing to become more
contrasty, enabling players to better see
the ball during play. And let's not forget
about the advent of the fully integrated
court. Today's interactive courts use
multiple HD cameras and sensors to
provide real-time and post-match statistics, all of
which is, of course, uploaded to the cloud for easy
access by players and coaches.

Play at High Altitude
For many tennis players, the allure of improving
their tennis games is enough to invest in these
technologies. Innovation can be expensive, however,
and may not be affordable for everyone. The same is
true for adding a few extra lessons or drill sessions,
which are certainly less expensive than an interactive
court, but many former players have lamented that
they don't have enough time to play, let alone the time
to increase their tennis load.
Lost in all the game-improving innovation is the
one piece of equipment that has remained largely

unchanged since the middle 1900s...the ball.
It wasn't until the peak of the American tennis boom
in the early 1970s that the first ball specifically designed
for play at higher elevations was manufactured.
Colorado Tennis Hall of Famers, Sam and Sid
Milstein — whose designs eventually led to the
optic yellow tennis ball — were among the original
engineers of what Penn would later develop as the
high altitude tennis ball (introduced in 1972).
Likely because the demand was confined to a
handful of cities nestled in the Rocky Mountains or in

South America, the International Tennis Federation
(ITF) would not codify the specifications for high
altitude balls until 1989, which meant that no other
manufacturers even produced high altitude balls until
1990.

Low tech
And guess what? The specs codified more than
two and a half decades ago are still the ones used
today to manufacture balls designed to play at higher
elevations.
Advancements have been made in ball technology
to make them last longer, fuzz less and enhance
visibility. And of course there have been enormous
changes to balls designed initially for junior play.
These balls are designed to incrementally travel
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slower and bounce lower than the yellow ball. The
oversized red ball (felt and foam) is 75% slower and
bounces the lowest, followed by the orange ball at 50%
slower and bounces slightly higher than the red, and
the green-dot ball which is 25% slower and a bounce
between the traditional yellow and the orange ball.
But the traditional yellow ball, the ones every
Colorado league and tournament player as well as
every recreational player across the state pops open
to begin play... they haven't changed in decades.
The ball we play with in Colorado, known across the
industry as the Type 2 High Altitude ball,
or HA, is designed for play beginning
at an elevation of 4,000 feet. With the
exception of a few pockets in Arizona and
New Mexico, the HA ball is used almost
exclusively in the Intermountain Section
(Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
Utah, Wyoming).
The ITF tests balls to ensure that they
meet specifications regarding rebound,
compression, weight, size, etc., and
when you purchase a new can of balls,
you can be assured that every one of
the fuzzy little orbs inside are precisely
constructed to meet all of those criteria.
There is, however, one little catch. If you
want to make sure that the balls are up to
spec, you need to leave them open for 24 hours before
you play. Popping and playing will almost guarantee
that the balls are "live", especially if the can has
been sitting in a warm environment. They are firmer,
bounce higher and speed through the air differently
than their specs dictate. In sanctioned competition,
it is a formality that is ingrained in the process. Meet
your opponent, get your court assignment, pop open
the can and begin to warm up.
At the professional level, different events will
manipulate the ball to better accommodate the style
of play the tournament directors want to see. At the
US Open, men and women use different balls — the
men use a heavy felt ball that will slow up play, while
the women use a lighter felt. At Roland Garros, a new
ball was introduced in 2011 that effectively slowed the
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game down. At Wimbledon, the balls are kept in a cooler and are opened prior to
the match.
And think about it, when you go out and practice with a friend, or do a drill clinic
with your local teaching pro, the balls used are rarely fresh from the can. A few
days or weeks out of the can and some regular use helps you control the ball much
more. It bounces a bit lower, feels a bit softer, and that bit of fuzziness helps the
ball to grab the air a bit more, helping you keep the shot in when you flatten it out
and go for a bit more power.

Choose your weapon
One of the easiest ways to dramatically improve your game — and your fun — is
to experiment with different tennis balls.
Players at higher elevations already know this. Jackie Bingham-Levine, who
runs tennis programming for the Town of Crested Butte (which sits at an elevation
of just under 9,000 feet), uses the green-dot ball exclusively for her offerings.
Many teaching pros in the Denver metro area are switching out as well, because
of the instant benefits of playing with a ball that simulates a low-altitude rally.
Players don't have to compensate as much for the high altitude, so it's easier to
keep the ball in play and focus on constructing points instead of relying on power.
The green-dot ball is also used frequently by high caliber junior players before
going to sea level for national circuit events and by many of our Colorado collegiate
teams prior to playing dual and team matches at low altitude.
Whether they are red, orange, come with a green splotch or no splotch at all,
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tennis balls come in different compressions. Just like
the Grand Slam events, which utilize specific balls to
complement the attributes of the court surface and
dictate the speed of play, players would benefit by
choosing to play with a ball that is tailored to their
skill set, fitness level, and altitude. The higher the
altitude, the more pronounced the benefits of playing
with a lower-compression ball. Perhaps no other place
in the tennis world would players experience a more
significant effect on their play than here in Colorado.
But maybe the biggest reason to play with a lower-compression ball is the fun
quotient, because although it's a competitive sport, tennis is also a game.

Hit and Giggle
Four decades ago, Vic Braden became a household name in tennis communities
across the nation. His advocacy of tennis for fun was a trademark that players from
around the country could experience at his eponymous tennis college.
An extraordinarily accomplished player and coach, Vic was passionate about
sharing the joy of tennis. His oft-repeated mantra was "hit and giggle", a reference
to playing the sport just for fun, without worrying about keeping score.
As the governing body of tennis in the state, USTA Colorado recognizes the
importance of formal play — sanctioned tournaments and leagues. But as an
organization that is devoted to improving individuals and communities through
tennis, USTA Colorado is also committed to expanding the game for those who
don't play leagues, or compete in tournaments.
We know that the vast majority of people who play tennis do so for the fun of it, so
whether it's the latest and greatest racquet, a gadget that tracks your every swing
or a technology-infused court that generates mountains of data for each match you
play, go have fun.
Perhaps you'll even discover the lowest tech piece of equipment on the court can
be the biggest innovation in your game. 3
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THEBUZZ
NOUNS IN THE NEWS

PEOPLE, PLACES & THINGS DOING THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER.

Jordaan named to USTA
Junior Leadership Team

Coach Carter had colon cancer. He's recovered from both, although he's still a bit unstable
on his feet due to the stroke.
His remarkable recovery has been fueled by a renewed sense of purpose. Coach wants
to start giving back to the community again, working with kids and helping them stay on a
positive path through his Tennis and Basketball Academy. Coach Carter is looking to begin
stem cell therapy for his arthritis, but the treatment isn't covered by MediCare or the VA
healthcare system (Coach Carter is a veteran with two years of active service in the US
Air Force from 1963-65 and 1965-69 in the reserve. His primary responsibilities included
fueling and de-fueling Air Force One).
Coach Carter's therapy is very similar to the article on stem cell therapy published in the
Spring 2018 issue of Colorado Tennis, written by Orthopedic Associates. While the initial
results have been very promising, Coach Carter is struggling to afford the cost to finish
the treatment. A GoFundMe account has been created to help Coach Carter complete his
rehabilitation. If you would like to donate, please visit GoFundMe.com/coachcarter-needsstem-cell-therapy.

Coach Carter hoping to
get back on the court

Kenneally retires from CU

Richter Jordaan, a senior at Colorado
Academy, was named to the third annual USTA
Junior Leadership Team, which recognizes
America’s finest junior tennis players who
exhibit leadership, sportsmanship and
character on and off the court.
"I started hitting tennis balls when I was 2
years old and have wanted to be a successful
tennis player for as long as I can remember.
Tennis has taught me many things, especially
to win with humility and to lose with dignity. I
learned early on that no one really cares how
good of a player you are if you aren’t a nice
person with good sportsmanship, a player
with integrity who has the respect of peers
and coaches, and a competitor who works
hard and never gives up through the very last point of a match."
Jordaan, of Denver, has been ranked in the Top 30 of the USTA boys’ national standings
and No. 1 in the Intermountain section in the 12s, 14s and 16s age groups. He’s played No.
1 singles for the Intermountain section in several zonal and intersectional competitions and
has been the recipient of several national and sectional sportsmanship awards. A 4.25 GPA
student at Colorado Academy, Jordaan is fluent in Spanish and has worked in a Spanishspeaking elementary school, teaching math and science.
"I’ve been fortunate enough to win a lot of tournaments through the years, but the three
national sportsmanship awards I’ve received mean much more to me. Playing tennis at this
level has taught me to keep looking ahead instead of dwelling on the past and to always
work hard to improve. Because I have stayed in traditional school during my entire career
and have had to balance my academic and tennis lives, I have been forced to be responsible,
independent and strong at time management. I am grateful for all that tennis has given me
and look forward to being part of a collegiate team after high school."

James Carter has been a devoted youth
basketball and tennis coach for 40 years.
After growing up playing basketball in the
suburbs of Philadelphia, Carter (everyone
calls him "Coach Carter") discovered tennis
in the late 1970s and soon fell in love with the
game. He was so enthralled, that after playing
for just eight months, Coach Carter decided
to introduce youth to the sport. He earned his
USPTA teaching certification and worked for
the local parks & recreation department.
When he relocated to Colorado a few
years later, Coach Carter was determined to
bring his innovative tennis concept — Mobile
Recreational Tennis Just for You — to his new
community.
"I would cut the grips off of racquets to make them smaller for the kids, and I found some
larger balls that made it easier to hit. If we didn't have a court to play on, we'd just set up
right in the street."
In addition to tennis, Coach Carter has been helping kids find their way on the basketball
court. "I have devoted my life to teaching our youth. I use tennis and basketball as vehicles
for teaching important life lessons like sportsmanship, integrity, and respecting each other.
As long as they continue to spend more on prisons than schools, my mission will continue
to be to work with young people to help navigate growing up in these times. I haven't gotten
rich doing this work, but I am hopeful that I've made a difference. To continue to do so in
this vein, I need to regain my mobility."
After decades of helping youth in the community, Coach Carter now finds himself in
need of the community's help. Arthritis has sidelined Coach Carter for several years, made
worse by a stroke he suffered in November 2016. While hospitalized, doctors discovered

University of Colorado women's tennis coach Nicole Kenneally, who has been at the
reins of the Buffalo program for the last 19 seasons, retired from coaching on the same
day that the Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA) named her as the Coach of the Year for
the Mountain Region. Kenneally was also honored as the Big 12 Conference's Coach of the
Year in 2007.
"The University of Colorado has always been an institution that I have believed in and had
faith in," Kenneally said. "CU provides great opportunities and is a great institution of higher
learning. It is incredible to think I have completed 19 years as it has flown by."
The Buffaloes recently completed the 2017-18 season with a 9-12 overall record, which
included a 2-7 mark in PAC-12 Conference matches. Within that mark was a 7-1 record
against Mountain Region opponents, earning Kenneally the honor as the top coach in the
eight-state region that includes Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah,
Wyoming and the northern half of Arizona.
Kenneally completed the 12th-longest coaching tenure in CU athletic history, the thirdlongest by a female coach. Only Ceal Barry (basketball, 22 seasons) and Anne Kelly (golf,
finishing her 21st) have coached longer at CU. When hired at CU on August 6, 1999, at the
age 26, she was the youngest head coach for major Division I program.
She is the second-winningest women's tennis coach in CU history in terms of total wins,
compiling 187 victories. She led the Buffs to the NCAA Tournament twice (2003, 2007) and
the team finished nationally-ranked eight times (all between the 2003 and 2010 seasons).
While CU was in the Big 12 Conference, she helped the team finish in the top four three
times (2007, 2008 and 2009) and reach the semifinals of the conference tournament three
times (2003, 2005 and 2008). Seventeen of her athletes were named all-conference over
the course of her 19 seasons. Academically, her teams earned 54 conference academic
individual awards and she coached 37 ITA Scholar-Athletes.
With a career record of 187-233, she presided over 420 dual matches and countless
other days in tournament competition, likely nearing 650 overall days of competition for
her career, which would put her second all-time to Barry's 669 women's basketball games.
Her best season was in 2006-07, when the Buffs finished 16-8 overall, with a 9-2 record in
Big 12 play.
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Arapahoe HS wins Racquets For All award

Arapahoe High School girls' tennis team won the 2018 Girls' Racquets For All High
School Challenge (and a $200 check). Kids win when high school teams collect gently
used racquets that are given to those in need, and tennis wins when we all work together
to share the love of the game. Congrats all!
Kenneally was also involved in extensive community service, particularly in Boulder. She
was the founder and director of the Tennis Marathon for Breast Cancer after three of her
players' mothers were afflicted with the disease. She helped raise over $125,000 in the
10-plus years of the event that was donated to Boulder Community Health and other local
non-profits. For these and other community efforts, Kenneally was presented with the 2017
ITA Team Community Service Award.
Danielle Steinberg was hired on June 12, after four years as head coach at Kansas State
(2014-18) and two seasons at McNeese State (2012-14).

Pickleball and USTA find common ground

In a recent Tennis Industry magazine (July 2018), it was announced that the USTA and the
USA Pickleball Association are initiating a pilot program that would allow the modification
with the addition of a "kitchen" line to existing courts with 60-foot blended lines. For
pickleball players, they’ll be on a court that is a foot shorter on each end, and 6 inches
wider on each side.
“Our interest is in helping tennis facilities and parks that have a demand for pickleball, so
they have an option that doesn’t involve having excessive lines on a tennis court, or worse,
potentially losing tennis courts,” says Kurt Kamperman, the USTA’s chief executive for the
USTA National Campus. The USTA has been promoting 36- and 60-foot blended-line courts
for almost a decade. Today, there are an estimated 25,000 of these courts across the US.
A 60-foot court can be used for several racquet sports: youth and adult tennis, pickleball
and POP Tennis.
“We can look at pickleball as a competitor or as a racquet sport cousin,” Kamperman
notes. “Many older tennis players are considering moving or have moved to activities that
might require less court coverage, such as pickleball. This blended-line solution allows
longtime tennis players to continue playing racquet sports at their tennis facilities.”
A similar solution was offered by USTA Colorado in 2013, and has helped facilities across
the state offer pickleball to their members. This mid-year development at the national level

will be part of USTA Colorado's annual review of its policy related to permanent lines.
NOTE: USTA Colorado's current policy adopts the narrow definition originally set forth by
USTA National that does not allow for any additional permanent lines other than the 36- and
60-foot blended lines.

COME EXPERIENCE

Adult & Junior programs for all
For more information,
please contact:

ages, abilities.

Miikka Keronen, Director of Tennis
303-469-5372
miikkak@theranchcc.com

Kate Karnik, Membership Director
303-460-9700
kkarnik@theranchcc.com

www.TheRanchCC.com
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UNDERSTANDING THAT PAIN IN YOUR KNEE

AND HOW TO ADDRESS THE MOST COMMON PROBLEMS FOR TENNIS PLAYERS
ANDREWPARKER, MD

n the last issue, Dr Brian Larkin discussed knee pain related to degenerative
arthritis and the different types of injections, from cortisone to biologics that could
prolong time on the court. In this installment, we will discuss the non-arthritic
causes of knee pain that may affect your performance on the court, the causes,
and some treatment options. Like everything in medicine there is some overlap
though, and often a simple diagnosis of a meniscus tear masks a bigger picture
of degenerative arthritis. The two general categories that we will cover today are
overuse injuries and mechanical conditions.
Overuse injuries are one of the more common presenting problems that we see regarding
overhead sports. Sometimes seen in the high school athlete preparing for an upcoming season,
these issues are most commonly seen in the “weekend warrior”, and include a variety of tendonitis
and inflammatory problems from patellar tendonitis, IT band tendonitis, and chondromalacia,
or mild kneecap
arthritis.
Te n d o n i t i s
refers to irritation
or inflammation
of the soft tissue
that connects the
bones
around
the knee. Hence,
patellar tendonitis
is inflammation
of the tendon
that connects the
kneecap to the
shin bone.
Tendons, like
other soft tissue,
respond positively
and negatively to
activity and lack
of activity. Most
tendonitis issues
in tennis start
with the common
story of a period of
inactivity (winter) followed by a sudden ramp-up in activity that involves excessive strain (stretch)
of tissue that overwhelms the tissue’s ability to tolerate the load or flexibility that the activity
demands. Fortunately, these are all issues that have a solution; unfortunately, they may involve
time and additional effort. Specifically, most of these problems can be avoided or addressed
with activity modification (a slow return to sport) complimented with a gradual and progressively
increasing physical challenge. The most important adjunct to this is a good and consistent
stretching program.
Chondromalacia, or mild kneecap arthritis, is also a type of overuse injury. As the surface
cartilage on the back of the kneecap begins to age, it creates mechanical irritation with quadricep
dominate sports (tennis), and an inflammatory reaction ensues. As with other overuse injuries,
a gradual progression back to sports, combined with progressive, pain-free challenge, and most
importantly a good flexibility program minimize these issues during the Spring ramp-up and
throughout the season.
Mechanical conditions are usually the result of injury. As we age, the significance of the injury
may decrease, and there may be more of a degenerative (arthritis) component. The most common
of these conditions are meniscal tears. The menisci (one inside-medial and one outside-lateral)
are the cushioning cartilage gaskets that support the joint surface cartilage (which wears out with
arthritis). These gaskets move with the knee, and with pivoting sports, are at risk for damage.
Unfortunately, they have poor blood supply which is what puts them at risk and eliminates the
potential for healing. Patients usually present with a minor episode, and activity related aching
and swelling. Rest may improve the symptoms, but persistent issues are best dealt with through
a minor outpatient “scope”. Fortunately, major ligament injuries, like ACL tears, are rare in tennis,
but may require surgery for a full return to sport. 3
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Our physicians (left to right):
Andrew W. Parker, M.D.
Leslie B. Vidal, M.D.
Joel B. Gonzales, M.D.
Imran K. Choudhry, M.D.
Brian J. Larkin, M.D.
Eric J. Lindberg, M.D.
Ryan J. Caufield, M.D.

When our patients experience a musculoskeletal injury or
disease that compromises their ability to fully live their lives,
it’s our goal to get them back to health quickly and safely.
At Orthopedic Associates, we are committed to providing excellent
care to our patients with compassion, understanding and respect.
WE SPECIALIZE IN:
• Sports Medicine
• Shoulder & Elbow
• Hip & Knee
• Foot & Ankle
• Hand & Wrist

• Arthritis
• Total Joint Replacement Surgery
• Arthroscopic Surgery
• Hip Preservation
• Physical Therapy

DEDICATED TO HELPING
OUR PATIENTS LIVE LIFE FULLY
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WEAR YOUR ATTITUDE

MAKE A FASHION STATEMENT ON AND OFF THE COURT

STAFFREPORT

USTA Colorado is pleased to welcome Line 3 as an official partner,
as we unveil a new apparel line sure to delight Colorado tennis
players and enthusiasts. A sports lifestyle brand started in 2015
by local doubles partners Sarah Campbell and Alisa Quinn, Line 3
clothing celebrates tennis competition and camaraderie.
“Our goal is to celebrate the fun and funny things that happen
to us while playing tennis, with high quality products that our
customers enjoy wearing both on and off the courts,” said Quinn.
“We make products for men and women of all sizes, from youth to
adult (YS-3XL),” she added.
“Our new partnership with Line 3 is a win for everyone involved
and players can now show their love for our sport locally through
our new USTA Colorado apparel line, PLAY CO,” said USTA Colorado
Associate Executive Director, Lisa Schaefer. “It’s a win for the kids
too because Line 3 will donate a percentage of sales on all PLAY CO
products to the Colorado Youth Tennis Foundation (CYTF). This says
a lot about Line 3’s commitment to our community,” Schaefer went
on to say.
Through its scholarship and grants program, the CYTF uses tennis
as a vehicle to teach life skills and positively impact the lives of youth across the state. “Alisa and I both
have kids that have enjoyed tennis. We feel strongly that tennis has helped them develop both physically and
mentally. We are grateful to have the chance to help give other families the same benefits we received from
tennis,” said Campbell.
To learn more or to purchase PLAY CO merchandise, visit Line 3 at https://line-3.com/ and look for the
USTA tab. For a limited time USTA Colorado members will enjoy a 20% discount on the PLAY CO line. 3
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SPOTLIGHT
LIFE LESSONS FORM THE CURRICULUM OF SERVES

story by
TOMFASANO

TENNIS FOR KIDS SELECTED AS SERVES PROGRAM IN COLORADO

he enthusiasm in the voice of
Maureen Kechriotis when talking
about Tennis For Kids, a Denver
program based out of Gates Tennis
Center, simply cannot be denied.
Kechriotis is the program
director for Tennis For Kids, the
popular program that has been around for 12 years,
has served 600 kids (ages 5-18), and is blessed to
have five designated pros that are USTA safe-play
coaches.
Tennis For Kids is
a not-for-profit that
works with roughly
50 kids per year. It
recently became part
of USTA Colorado
SERVES. They are
currently
doing
outreach with other
nonprofits such as
Heart & Hand Center
for Youth and Their
Families. Kechriotis
says plans are to also
work with Boys & Girls
Clubs of Metro Denver
in the near future.
“I’m trying to get
more reach for kids to
get involved in tennis
and the program,”
Kechriotis says. “Kids
find out about Tennis
For Kids through their
schools, neighbors or
friends. They apply for
scholarships, we offer
a sliding scale amount
of money and then
have the kids come in. They just fold into whatever
program works for them whether it’s a multi-sport
camp, lessons or whatever they need.”
With Tennis For Kids being one of three satellite
programs — NJTL of Fort Collins and Steamboat
Tennis Association are the others — selected for
the inaugural year of USTA Colorado SERVES, more
kids from nonprofits like Heart & Hand and Boys &
Girls Clubs will be able to experience playing tennis
at the beautiful Gates Tennis Center. Kechriotis says
she’ll use money from SERVES for the Heart & Hand
program and hopes to expand that to reach more
kids and locations.
“Now that we’ve gotten the partnership with
USTA Colorado SERVES, we’re also managing it
more with all of the great resources provided
to us so we can offer all of the leadership skills
assessment and physical skills assessment,”
Kechriotis says. “Now I’m following their actual
guidelines for the kids throughout the program so
we can track them and measure success. The six
components (Success, Education, Respect, Values,
Excellence, Self-Confidence) that make up SERVES
are a fantastic foundation for life, not just tennis. It's

T

about fortifying these characteristics in kids, who
in turn become healthy productive citizens in their
community. ”
Victoria Polite, lead pro for Tennis For Kids, says
it is beneficial for kids to participate in programs
like SERVES.
“This is the first year we’re doing it, but as we
keep going year after year we hope to grow more
and reach out to even more kids,” Polite says. “In my
opinion, when kids get into tennis they don’t know
what to expect yet. You never know, some kids may

take away something important. It’s not just about
tennis, the racquet and the ball. It’s even more
about teamwork and discipline and hard work and
just having fun. It’s how they see what they learn
and how they’re going to take it to their life.”
Polite grew up in Moscow, Russia, and said
tennis taught her to respect the players, hard work,
discipline and diligence.
“We’re also trying to transfer all the character
and all the other traits that come with it,” Polite
says. “That’s what we’re looking for on the SERVES
program. We want those kids to succeed not just
by how they’re going to hit their forehand and
backhand, but how they’re going to take away other
points in their lessons and (life skills).”
Polite says introducing kids from nonprofits such
as Heart & Hand lets them experience a sport that
they wouldn’t have normally played. By creating
a nurturing community, Heart & Hand empowers
all young people to realize their potential, so the
collaboration is a perfect match.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE>

For over two decades, USTA Colorado’s Star Search program developed,
nurtured and promoted the tennis and leadership skills of identified youth
from culturally-diverse communities who demonstrated a passion for and
commitment to tennis, but didn’t necessarily have resources available for
coaching. Through quality instruction, the free program provided a platform
for players in the metro-Denver area to further develop tennis skills and
expand their involvement in more formal competitive play including Junior
Team Tennis, high school tennis and sanctioned tournament play. The
leadership component of the program focused on concepts like respect,
responsibility, teamwork and service, just to name a few.
A goal for years has been to expand the Star Search concept to other
geographic areas of the state and impact more kids and coaches to create
a network of public tennis offerings that offer comprehensive programs
for youth development both on and off the court. In 2018, this dream
became a reality thanks to family foundation donations to USTA Colorado’s
fundraising arm, the Colorado Youth Tennis Foundation. An infusion of
dollars became available to develop and initiate the expansion.
The rebranded program USTA Colorado SERVES officially launched in
2018, and is a partnership between USTA Colorado and the CYTF. SERVES
is an acronym for: Success, Education, Respect, Values, Excellence
and Self-Confidence and these principles are built into the fabric of the
program – a program that incorporates more than just tennis. Athletic
skills development as well as learning and practicing life and leadership
skills round out our holistic approach for youth development. “We couldn’t
be more grateful for the funding support and are excited about all that’s
possible with the expansion designed to positively impact even more youth
in communities across Colorado,” said USTA Colorado and CYTF Associate
Executive Director, Lisa Schaefer. We’re humbled by the financial support
and trust family foundation representatives have placed in us by their
gifts,” said Schaefer. She went on to say, “This initiative dovetails
beautifully with our overall goals to reach out to more communities, to
make our sport more accessible to people of all backgrounds and to focus
on expanding our base through youth tennis – so our sport can flourish
and benefit more people and communities for decades to come.
The SERVES satellite program selection process included an online
application and two rounds of interviews. In all, three satellite programs
were selected for this, the inaugural year, with the intention of more
expansion to come. Selected programs include: NJTL of Fort Collins (Fort
Collins), Steamboat Tennis Association (Steamboat Springs) and Tennis
For Kids (Denver).
As part of the SERVES support, satellite program partners have
received grant dollars to help offset costs associated with the day to day
running of their programs. Additional support and resources in the form
of coaches’ trainings, leadership skills curriculum, program consulting,
player scholarship and event assistance that will help enhance their
program offerings will be added. “We held our Program Leader Summit
in February, and selected partner leaders came from all three programs
to connect and share ideas. It was a great way to kick things off,” said
Cindy MacMaster, USTA Colorado’s Director of Player Development, who
oversees SERVES. “Each satellite program has different needs, and we’re
meeting each one where they are in order to best help set them up for
success,” she also said.
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“A
lot
of
kids
wouldn't come to tennis
themselves
because
they may think it’s
expensive or you have
to have a coach,” Polite
says. “We are trying to
let them do the sport
and show them that it
really doesn’t take a
lot. All it is is a tennis
racquet and we provide
that to them and the
tennis balls. If you don’t
have a friend you can hit
it against the wall. If you
do, you can play with a friend. Those kids who are athletic can pick it up really well and
take it further if they want to. We want to reach as many kids as we can whether it’s Heart
& Hand or Boys & Girls Club and introduce tennis to them. It’s super rewarding to all the
coaches.”
Kechriotis says USTA Colorado SERVES and Tennis For Kids share the same vision which
is to provide any/all economically challenged kids in Colorado easy access to great tennis
programming and coaches.
“We’re super thrilled that they selected us. It’s a great partnership. The SERVES initiative
helps us reach more kids, which is we want to do. We want to help get kids on the court, get
fresh air and get all the benefits that tennis has to offer. Kids need access to positive, safe,
fun activities,” Kechriotis says. “It is statistically proven that tennis reduces risk of obesity,
and promotes good physical and emotional well-being. Tennis helps develop important
life skills such as responsibility, how to think strategically, cultivate leadership, social and
physical skills.”
Kechriotis says it’s fantastic to watch the kids from Heart & Hand participate in tennis.
“I coach every Monday with the kids that come in from Heart & Hand. None of them have
had a racquet in their hands or have been on a court,” Kechriotis says. “They thought Gates
was amazing. They thought it was a country club. No, it’s a public facility. Anybody can walk
in and do it. Just to see them at the facility was fantastic. It’s so inspiring to see these kids
out there. They just love it. They’re asking for another ball and they want to stay longer.
It’s so satisfying to see these kids get out and do something that they have never done.
Partnerships like Heart & Hand are important not only to introduce more kids to tennis
and introduce SERVES values, but to increase awareness and support in the community.”
Kechriotis says the kids from Heart & Hand, all 10 years of age, are really good athletes
and tennis players.
“They’re such sweet kids. They’re super grateful and happy to be there,” Kechriotis says.
“It’s fun. Hopefully, I’ll stay connected with them to get out more.”
Kechriotis hopes the partnership with Tennis For Kids and SERVES is a long-lasting one.
“I certainly hope our partnership continues as we, Tennis For Kids, share the same
vision to grow participation in tennis and develop self confident, responsible healthy kids
regardless of economic, social or ethnic background,” Kechriotis says. “USTA Colorado
SERVES has provided so much support, so much equipment, information. We are thrilled
to be a partner with them.”
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INTRODUCING THE CLASS OF 2018

Upcoming Colorado Tennis Hall of Fame
Gala honors tennis tradition

Two Colorado legends will join the Hall of Fame next year. The duo were
announced earlier this month by USTA Colorado, and will be officially
inducted at the Colorado Tennis Hall of Fame Gala in early February.
The state has had a rich tradition of tennis throughout the years and
the mission statement of the Colorado Tennis Hall of Fame is to honor
individuals who have made outstanding contributions to tennis in Colorado.
For biographies and a complete list of Colorado Tennis Hall of Fame
inductees and nominees, please visit COLORADOTENNIS.com.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2019
MARRIOTT DENVER TECH CENTER
5:30 PM COCKTAILS | 7:00 PM DINNER, LIVE AUCTION & PROGRAM

NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR
2018 ANNUAL AWARDS
Each year, USTA Colorado hosts the
Colorado Tennis Hall of Fame Gala
& Colorado Tennis Annual Awards
Celebration. In addition to the
formal induction ceremony for the
incoming class of the Hall of Fame,
USTA Colorado recognizes those
players, coaches, administrators,
volunteers and facilities who have
made significant contributions to tennis over the course of
the past year.

On Court Achievement

In recognition of achievement on the court.
Collegiate Player of the Year
Player of the Year
Senior Player of the Year
Wheelchair Player of the Year

Sportsmanship

In recognition of sportsmanship, leadership and achievement
on and off the court.

Jeff

Randy

Margaret Rogers Phipps
Junior Sportsmanship Award / Girl, age 14 & Under
John Hough
Junior Sportsmanship Award / Boy, age 14 & Under
Phyllis Lockwood
Junior Sportsmanship Award / Girl, age 15-18
Mike, Gene & Maurice Reidy
Junior Sportsmanship Award / Boy, age 15-18

CLASS OF 2018

CLASS OF 2018

Few Coloradans have dominated play in their junior

Many know Randy Crawford (Aspen) as the consummate

divisions like Jeff Cathrall (Monument) in the 1980s. Born

tennis professional, wonderfully talented yet also incredibly

and raised in Colorado, Jeff developed his game here at

humble. Randy grew up in Texas, won the state high

high altitude and yet some would say his game was better-

school championship his senior year and went on to play

suited for low altitude play, where he reached incredible

No. 1 at Texas Christian University for four years. Randy

heights in both the junior and collegiate ranks. Consistently

became TCU’s first All-American tennis player, reached

ranked tops in the state and section in every age division,

the quarterfinals of the NCAA tournament and was named

Jeff also excelled at the National level. He reached new

Co-Athlete of the Decade ('70s) for the Horned Frogs. He

heights in national rankings as he aged up — top 50 (12s),

played on the pro circuit for two years and reached a high

top 35 (14s), top 20 (16s) and flirted with the top 10 his final

of No. 69 in the world before a stomach injury prompted

year of 18s – finishing 11th in the country! After Jeff added

his tour retirement. Randy was brought on to coach

a state high school No. 1 singles title to his resumé in 1984,

Martina Navratilova in 1987 and 1988 as she retained her

which he repeated in 1985, he turned his sights to college

No. 1 world ranking. He went on to coach Gigi Fernandez

— for the academics and tennis — at Stanford University.

who also reached No. 1 in the world in doubles. The Aspen

Playing on the same team with Patrick McEnroe, Jeff and

connection proved to be very powerful as he’s been the

his Cardinal teammates won National NCAA titles three

Director of Tennis at the Maroon Creek Club in Aspen since

years in a row (1988, 1989, 1990).

1990.

Charlie & Ira Brown
Junior Sportsmanship Award / Parks Player

Service

In recognition of contributions to the
Colorado tennis community.

E.L. Griffey
Organization of the Year Award
Carter & Lena Elliott
Family of the Year Award
Jody Riser Knudsen
Volunteer of the Year Award
Dorothy Mauk
Media Excellence Award
Arthur Ashe Award
Service to Under-served Populations
Clyde Rogers Award
Service to Recreational Players
Bud Robineau Award
Service to Tennis Community

FORMS AVAILABLE AT COLORADOTENNIS.COM
ANNUAL AWARD NOMINATION DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 15
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TENNIS
AT THE BROA DMOOR

Celebrate The Broadmoor
Centennial in 2018 at one of our
award-winning camps or events.
See why so many players call
The Broadmoor Tennis Club their
“tennis home away from home”!

2018 tennis camps & events

Staying for a three-night camp? Please arrive the night before camp starts. Here for a two-night camp?
Please arrive the first day of camp.

Date
July 13-15
July 30-31

Camp
Adult 4.0 Boot Camp (Hiking & Zip Lining)
Junior Camp-Advanced

August 12-14
August 17-19
August 24-26
September 2-3

“Hook & Volley” Fly Fishing & Tennis Camp
The Broadmoor & Fly Fishing Camp
Farm-To-Table Wine Dinner & Tennis Wknd
Tennis & Wine Camp Weekend
Labor Day Weekend Pickleball Tournament

September 7-9
November 23-25
December 7-9
December 28-30

Farm-To-Table Wine Dinner & Tennis Wknd
Adult Thanksgiving Camp
Adult Holiday Camp
Adult Mixed Doubles Camp

Level
4.0 Women & Men
Advanced Juniors
Ages 12-18
3.0-4.5 Women & Men
3.0-3.5 Women & Men
3.5-4.5 Women & Men
All Levels of Doubles,
Mixed Doubles
3.0-4.0 Women & Men
3.0-3.5 Women & Men
4.0 Women & Men
3.0-3.5 Women & Men

SPECIAL EVENTS & PACKAGES FOR 2018

Culinary & Wine Tasting Tennis Weekends
These are our most popular events of the season, and we are thrilled to add a third date
for 2018. These camps blend a love for tennis, wine and exquisite dining. In addition to quality
tennis instruction, enjoy the best wine and food The Broadmoor has to offer.
Farm to Table & Wine Dinner Tennis Camps
August 17-19
Levels: 3.0 - 3.5
September 7-9
Levels: 3.0 – 4.0
New! Tennis & Wine Camp Weekend
August 24-26
Levels: 3.5- 4.5

18_132_CTATennisAd_6_18.indd 1

TENNIS CAMPS INCLUDE:
• 4:1 student/pro ratio (players are grouped with
others of their level)
• Intensive instruction and supervised match play
• Special camp gifts and lunch at The Broadmoor
on one day for adult camps
• Special two and three night package rates with
luxurious Broadmoor accommodations included

Visit The Broadmoor Tennis Shop for the finest
selection of tennis apparel, footwear and equipment
in Southern Colorado!
Call for our complete 2018 schedule. For information
or reservations: (800) 634-7711, ext. 6174 or email
tennis@broadmoor.com
The Broadmoor • 1 Lake Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80906 • broadmoor.com

6/18/18 4:28 PM
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THE FIVE: EPISODE H5.32

GETTING TO KNOW THE COLORADO TENNIS COMMUNITY, FIVE FACES AT A TIME
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he reality of being able to live ones’ best life isn’t an elusive pipedream reserved for a chosen few. In fact,
Bob Litwin, author and former world tennis champion, would challenge you to understand that you (yes,
you, reader!) have the power to choose a brighter life for yourself, right here, right now. It’s all in the way
you tell yourself your story.
“It’s about that story you tell yourself when you are up 5-3 and can’t seem to hold serve,” he said. “It’s
about training out that story and training in a better one.”
But it’s not just about tennis according to the author, performance coach and agent for change. It’s about
all aspects of your life, from relationships to athletics, from business to confidence.
Bob’s life story, not unlike many of ours, started with his own voice narrating a mediocre plotline through his marriage,
sports, business and attitude in general. It wasn’t until he started using positive storytelling, literally, that the chapters in
his own story began transform.
“When you change the story, you change your version of yourself,”
he explained of how he evolved into winning 19 USTA National Titles,
becoming an 8-time member of the Senior Davis Cup, being ranked
No. 1 in the world in the 55s, and National Senior Player of the Year.
He is also a renowned author, and passionate performance coach for
anyone with a desire to improve their life. His book, “Live the Best Story
of Your Life, A World Champion’s Guide to Lasting Change,” shares the
secret to be able to change absolutely anything in your life.
“The best thing is that it’s easy,” Bob explains of the storytelling tool.
He adds that, “when people keep telling themselves counterproductive
stories, nothing can change.”
Bob is also a member of the prestigious Tennis Congress, a global
community of adult players and coaches united by a passion for
achieving their personal best, raising the bar for adult tennis training
and supporting each other on the journey. As the mental training
expert, Bob joins 84 other top professionals such as Emilio Sanchez,
Jeff Salzenstein, Kendall Chitambar, each focusing on one unique
aspect of the game.
Coming to Colorado just three years ago, Bob’s passion is to
help people live the best version of themselves both on and off a
tennis court. He offers this tennis mission for those looking to begin
BOBLITWIN
practicing the skill of storytelling:
“To be an extraordinary competitor who plays, in competition, at the high end of my skill and talent. To love the competition
more than I love to win and to accept whatever the outcome with dignity and class. To compete in the moment, avoid past
and future tripping. To compete for each point. To compete with effortless effort. To be non-judgmental to myself. To enjoy
myself. To be enthusiastic. To be forgiving of myself for my inability to achieve perfection. To see the perceived pressure
moments as the sweetest moments. To have every match be an experience where I grow as a player and a person.” 3
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You can find the complete history of HighFIVEs online at:
http://colorado.usta.com/cta/news/buzz/highfive

MidFirst Bank is one of the largest privately
owned banks and this combination of size and
private ownership provides our customers with
a special brand of banking. We are a strong
supporter of the communities we serve, investing time and money in important educational,
charitable and civic organizations. Our volunteerism is powered by our employees from all
of the communities in which we live and share
with our customers. MidFirst Bank is a proud
partner of USTA Colorado.

any of you may have
had the experience of
“being in the zone,” at
some point or another.
It’s
that
elevated
performance
where
your brain, body, and
soul simultaneously ignite and you play
beyond your own expectations.
For renowned author, clinician and
performance specialist, Denver resident
Scott A. Ford, this peak performance
state can occur accidentally, but his
mission is to show athletes of all levels
how they can achieve this "flow state"
on demand.
Scott’s passion to share this unique
knowledge has led him to author several
books on the subject, beginning with
Design B: How To Play Tennis In the
Zone (1984), Welcome To The Zone:
Peak Performance Redefined (2014),
and Integral Consciousness and Sport:

M

SCOTTFORD

Unifying Body, Mind and Spirit through Flow (2016).
He is a Founding Member of the Sports, Energy, and Consciousness Group, as well as
a contributing author to Sports, Energy, and Consciousness: Awakening Human Potential
Through Sport (2014). Scott has also written numerous articles that have appeared on

TennisOne.com, ADDvantage Magazine, Sports Vision Magazine, and Colorado Tennis. His
groundbreaking 2005 video, Welcome To The Zone, gives an overview of the Parallel Mode
Process — his method for accessing, maintaining, and competing “in the zone.”
Stumbling into the zone quite accidentally in 1978, Scott explains that the phenomenon
happens when people intentionally make a few fundamental changes in the way they use
their visual and mental focus on the court.
“Regardless of skill level, players can use this technique to play to the peak of their
abilities, to experience this oneness with the game,” Scott said.
Diving into complex components in his books and website, such as contact sequences,
spatiotemporal dimensions, and the Quadratic Structure of Performance states to name a
few, he said some of it is fairly basic. “It comes down to timing and being in the present,” he
said, describing at a high level the technique of visualizing an imaginary window and using
immediate yes/no verbal feedback. Scott, who has been a member of USPTA since 1977, is
especially passionate about helping coaches use this technique in supplement to their own
unique coaching styles, explaining that mastery of these techniques doesn’t interfere and
will only improve outcomes.
Scott grew up in Aurora, and began coaching tennis at the very early age of 12. “I watched
an instructor teach. I learned what worked and what didn’t. He let me coach some little kids
to keep them out of his hair,” he joked about the defining moment. His first professional job
was at Skyline Acres. Since then he has worked at numerous clubs and continues to work
with young players at Rocky Mountain Tennis Center.
Scott’s unique concepts of flow and the zone have been presented at the prestigious USTA
National Tennis Teachers Conference, USPTA World Congress on Tennis, the Canadian
National Tennis Teachers Conference, and the 2000 Pre-Olympic Congress of Sports Science
and Health in Brisbane, Australia. In 2008, Scott and Team Areté gave a presentation on
Visual Dynamics in Combat to the Commandant and Senior Training Staff of the Navy SEALS
in Virginia Beach, VA. 3
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or incoming Boulder High School freshman, Lily
Chitambar, success on the tennis court is just
part of her family life. And while the 14-year-old
netter has had the advantage of both a supportive
and tightknit tennis family, as well as the benefit
of learning in the ROGY era, Lily is solely credited
for her sportsmanship and integrity both on and

off the court.
Born to tennis parents, Kendall and Donna Chitambar, Lily is
part of the first generation of young players in the US to have
the opportunity and benefit of learning through the full ROGY
pathway, a system that advances junior play through red, orange,
green and yellow balls with appropriate-sized equipment and
youth-oriented formats.
Kendall has long been an advocate for the ROGY platform. He
has been teaching for 30 years, and is the Director of Tennis and
Director of Player Development at the Rocky Mountain Tennis
Center. Donna, is also a junior and adult certified coach through
the PTR and co-owner of RMTC with Duke Paluch and Kendall.
And while her tennis game, described as a combination of
backboard and attacking skills, continues to develop, it’s Lily’s
demeanor that her parents, coaches and opponents admire most.
“I personally think that sportsmanship is an inherent quality of
most kids,” Kendall explains. “Lily also has a natural empathy for
people across the net from her. It keeps her from getting upset. It
also helps her stay calm and be able to see the bigger picture.”
Lily’s dedication to training, gratitude for the opportunities
she been given, and compassion for people makes her a top
competitor and role model for other young athletes. Working
hard to balance academics and a tough training schedule, Lily
is shooting for a collegiate D1 scholarship with the even bigger
dream of playing professionally someday.
Lily graciously describes how she’s navigating the challenging
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road ahead.
“I just try to be the best person I can be in tennis and keep
working on myself and how I feel on the court”.
She doesn’t worry that much about wins and losses but instead
focuses on improving.
When asked how she overcomes the fear of failure or pressure
that comes with being a top athlete, she doesn’t hesitate to
respond.
“First of all I take a few deep breaths and understand that it’s
normal to have these feelings. Loving tennis is the reason I am
even out here.”
She also said having her parents to talk to about tennis is
something she’s grateful for as they can offer her genuine
guidance with both the physical and mental aspects of the game.
“Lily’s was always a very sensitive, sweet little girl,” Donna
explains. “As a louder Italian mother I wasn’t sure if she was
almost too nice,’ she jokes about her daughter’s good natured
personality, but adds that determination and hard work are the
key to her success. “I knew she would be successful in whatever
she tried.”
Lily joins her parents’ mission to spread the sport of tennis as
a young coaches assistant and mentor to young players at RMTC.
Off the courts, Lily has been exposed to basketball, soccer, skiing,
baseball, horseback riding, and swimming. But it is art, including
painting and drawing, which she loves and is fundamental to who
she is as a person.
“Lily has always been an artist and her creativity has supported
her tennis game to be an artist on the tennis court,” Kendall said.
“Together her sportsmanship, compassion and creativity are
what make Lily the player she is.” 3

t probably goes without saying that Stanfordbound Francesca (Fran) Belibi is an incredible
athlete. What you might not know is what an
incredible human being she is off the court and
how seriously she takes being a role model to
younger student athletes.
The dual-sport Regis High School incoming
senior made national headlines when she became the first girl in
Colorado to dunk a basketball during a game (at 15 years-old, no
less), even though she didn’t start playing until her freshman year.
She made both the U16 (winning gold in Argentina last year) and
U17 teams, and was named to the roster of 12 following a week
long training camp at the US Olympic Training Center, competing
with 158 standouts for the spot. This summer Fran will compete
on the international stage, as the U17 national team will be
competing in Latvia and then Belarus for U17 World Cup.
But it isn’t just a basketball court that lights up with Fran’s
ridiculous talent. She’s also a really good tennis player, taking
3rd at State in No. 3 doubles her freshman year, and qualifying
for State at No. 2 doubles her sophomore year. Her junior
year she didn’t get to qualify for State at No. 3 singles due to
college basketball recruiting trips but she’s looking to her senior
opportunity to have her best year yet. Being a dual sport athlete
has given her a unique perspective.
“Tennis and basketball are very different sports” she explained,
“but they have some similarities. They are both about angles on
the court.” She said how you move on a basketball court can be
very similar to running to the net in tennis. She also explained the
biggest difference is mental.
“Tennis is primarily an individual game. You have to learn how
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LILYCHITAMBAR

to pick yourself up out there. In basketball you’ve got a whole
team to bring each other up when things are going bad. One
person can change the entire team dynamic and outcome of the
game.”
Introduced to tennis by her father at 4 years-old, she said being
the oldest of four siblings gave her one-on-one time with him
that was critical. In term of basketball, growing up tall and lanky
and watching the game since 8 or 9 years-old helped steer her
towards the sport which could eventually prove to be her conduit
to a future few can imagine.
“My goal was always to make the Varsity Team,” Fran said.
“I never really thought that any sport could help pay my way to
college.”
But indeed it will, fulling Fran’s dream since 6th grade to go to
Stanford. Fran plans on studying Human Bio and wants to be a
medical doctor.
And while Fran’s success with basketball, tennis and academics
is both unique and impressive, she wants people to know it’s her
strong family bond that has been the key. She is also acutely
aware of the responsibility that comes with the notoriety of her
talent.
“My mom always said ‘Be Excellent’, no matter what you are
trying to do. It’s something I’ve always carried with me,” Fran
explained of where she gets the discipline and drive to pursue the
highest levels in both athletics and academics. It’s a message she
relays to younger student athletes.
“When people come up to me at games and tell me that they
look up to me, I want them to know that it’s great to be a good
athlete, but it’s also cool to be great in academics. Just ‘Be
excellent.’” 3
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race and gratitude define the path that Josie
Schaffer has carved out for herself and those
looking for an outstanding role model.
Josie entered her junior year at Kent Denver
looking to become the first
player since Colorado Tennis
Hall of Famer Nicole Leimbach
to win three consecutive state high school No. 1
singles titles, having already secured the crowns
her freshman and sophomore years. But Niwot
freshman Lucy Lu upset the reigning champ 7-6,
6-2 (see PREPS, page 28).
“Lucy played amazing,” Josie said of the
dynamic match adding, “She definitely played
better than me that day.”
That grace through a tough loss and eagerness
to compliment her opponent is intertwined with
her will to win and work hard for her next
opportunity.
“I’ve always been a competitive person,” she said. “I like working
really hard at something, getting good at it, then competing.”
Introduced to tennis by her father, Brett, a Division 1 player
at University of Virginia in the 1980s, court time was family fun
time. The Schaffer family includes Brett, Louisa, her older sister
Samantha, and younger sister Raquel.
Early on, Josie took some time off the court to play soccer,
but then returned to the courts with a focused desire to win
around the age of 10. She recently took 2nd at the 2018 USTA
Intermountain Summer Championships (G18s, see page 32).
“My parents didn’t want me to travel until I was 12 or 13,” Josie
said of her tennis background. “They wanted to keep me hungry,”
she explained of being limited to local tournaments for a while.
It’s a strategy that’s worked well for Josie, who has her eye on
winning the 4A No. 1 Singles titles her final year of high school.

G

“I learned several things through the pressure I felt last year
trying to win the third time,” she said. “Mostly I learned to focus
on my own game and to try not to worry about my opponent.
In terms of her approach for next year she said, “I want to get
the most out of it that I can as it’s my last state
opportunity in high school.”
Josie cross trains by swimming laps, working
out, and running — a passion all three sisters
share.
Currently considering several options for
collegiate play, Josie wants to find a team that
encourages her to continue developing as a
player. Admiring the play of Serena Williams who
she calls, “determined and fearless,” as well as
Nadal, who she said works harder than anyone,
she said for her it’s about practicing as hard as
possible and learning to accept the outcome.
“Tennis is a very interesting sport,” she said.
“It teaches you how to win and work hard. It also teaches you to
be humble and gracious.”
Drawn in high school academically to history and politics,
Josie doesn’t know what she wants to study in college yet
partially by advice.
“My dad told me to be patient and just go there to learn,” she
said, excited to have her future wide open.
When she’s not on the court, she loves spending time with her
family hiking. When asked what advice she would offer young
netters, Josie doesn’t hesitate to respond.
“I would tell them that you aren’t always going to get everything
you want in terms of the outcome of a match. You can do
everything possible to prepare and still not get the result you
want. But you can be grateful for the opportunity and accept the
outcome. That’s the key. And honestly it’s about having fun and
enjoying your time on the court.” 3
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Women Thriving. Colorado Rising�M

SAVE THE DATE

2018 ANNUAL
LUNCHEON
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 2018
11:30 A.M.
COLORADO CONVENTION CENTER
DENVER,CO

The Women's Foundation of Colorado (WFCO) is proud to welcome
sports icon, humanitarian, and crusader for social justice and equality
Billie Jean King as our 2018 Annual Luncheon special guest.
Purchase tickets or become a sponsor of this incredibly powerful
event today! Contact Kristina Vaio at kristinav@wfco.org or
303-285-2967 for more information.

“No one changes the world who isn’t obsessed.”
BILLIE JEAN KING

Special thank you to USTA Colorado for their generous
support of The Women's Foundation of Colorado.

wfco.org

�
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NEWS, NOTES & UPDATES

Fall JTT begins second season

After launching the inaugural fall season of Junior Team Tennis in 2017, USTA Colorado's
league department is excited to welcome back the Fall 3v3 format beginning in mid-August.
The seven-week season begins Saturday, August 18, and wraps up September 29.
In its first season, nearly 300 boys and girls competed in 10s, 12s and 14s divisions at all
levels. This year, Girls 18s (all levels) will be added to the menu. Registration is now open,
contact your local facility to find a team or email saryn@coloradotennis.com for assistance
in finding a team near you.

3v3 Grand Prix continues to grow

Back in 2016, USTA Colorado began a pilot program called 3v3. The format borrowed
from other sports where 3 on 3 competition was popular. A team match consists of two
courts (a singles match and a doubles match), and three to five players who rotate in and
out of play on each court. Cheering and coaching are highly encouraged.
The initial concept was a hit, and grew to become the 3v3 Grand Prix. Similar formats
have been adopted by the JTT Fall League and the Jeffco Middle School League. Now in its
third year, the format has generated interest at the national level, where it will be piloted in
select states across the country.
The 2018 Colorado 3v3 Grand Prix will be returning from a summer hiatus in late
September with an event at Memorial Park in Colorado Springs (see next page). To find out
more about the 3v3 format and the 3v3 Grand Prix, please visit coloradotennis.com.

10s PARTICIPATION UPDATE

For the past several years, USTA Colorado has been tracking 10 & under participation
in its sanctioned events (tournaments and leagues). With the Sectional launch of the Youth
Progression program this year, USTA Colorado is working very closely with 10U tournament
directors and JTT coordinators around the state so that the experience for new players is
both fun and competitive. We are also working closely with providers to make the tennis
experience a good one for parents, who are critical to the growth of that age group.
So far, participation in Youth Progression events has easily matched our early expectations.
In 2017, there were 300 10 & under participants in more than 50 tournaments across
the state. This year, the total number of events has been pared down to 32 "tagged"
tournaments. As of July 1, at the conclusion of the 15th event in the series, more than
260 players have already competed in the 10s division. With 17 more events to go in 2018,
expectations are that Colorado will surpass 500 entries this year, a 150% increase over the
previous record.
In Junior Team Tennis, the trend continues upward for the 10s Future (entry-level)
division, which was offered for the first time in 2017. Last year, 129 players registered for the
10s Futures division. This year, that number climbed by more than 60% to 212 participants.
That number could continue to climb as the Fall season is set to begin in mid-August.
For more details on the Youth Progression, visit coloradotennis.com/youthprogression.

2018 10s Tagged Remaining Tournament Schedule
July
RMTC Summer
Meadows Club

Jul 28-29
Jul 31-Aug 1

August
KCR Green Ball 12s
Hiwan
South Suburban

October
Lewis Tennis Octoberfest Oct 6
Gates Tennis 1-Day
Oct 7
RMTC Fall
Oct 20-21

Aug 10
Aug 18
Aug 25-26

November
Flying Horse Downs
Steamboat Winter

Nov 2-4
Nov 30-Dec 2

September
RMTC Fall
Flying Horse Stakes
Meadow Creek

Sep 8-9
Sep 14-16
Sep 28-30

December
Pinery CC Holiday

Dec 19-23

First-time junior players

PLAY FOR FREE

USTA Colorado's Community Development Director Kristy Harris and Executive Director
Fritz Garger thank Denver Tennis Club's Meg Cindric and Dan Gray for their support of
Net Generation.

Net Generation providers earn perks when registering programs

Program providers across the state are earning more than just new business when
they register their offerings online with the newly launched NetGeneration.com platform.
To date, more than 30 facilities in Colorado who have joined the USTA online community
that brings providers and junior players together have been awarded Net Generationbranded tablets with which to help formulate lesson plans, track skill development and
communicate with parents.

Any junior player (age
18 & under) interested
in competing in their
first Futures or Youth
Progression tournament
can receive a USTA
annual membership
for FREE.

Contact Jason Colter
jason@coloradotennis.com
for details.
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3v3 Overview
Announced in 2016, a 3v3 match
consists of two teams competing
against each other in side-by-side
singles and doubles action. Players
sub in and out between games,
and coaching is not only allowed,
it is encouraged!
The 3v3 Grand Prix Series
debuted last year and was an
immediate success!

2018 3v3 Grand Prix Schedule

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
10s/12s/14s ••• Dec 2
Indoor
1-6pm	Year-End Invitational
				
Life Time Athletic (Centennial)

12s Division
10s Division
10s Division
12s Division
10s Division
12s Division
14s Division
10s Division
12s Division
12s Division
10s Division
14s Division
10s Division
12s Division

Mar 17
Mar 18
Apr 15
Apr 29
May 6
May 19
May 20
Sep 23
Oct 7
Oct 13
Oct 14
Nov 9
Nov 10
Nov 18

Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor

5:30-7:30pm
2-4pm
3-5pm
2-4pm
1-3pm
3-5pm
3:30-5:30pm
2-4pm
12-2pm
5-7pm
12-2pm
5-7pm
4-6pm
2-4pm

Life Time Athletic (Centennial)
CAC Inverness (Englewood)
The Meadows Club (Boulder)
Denver Country Club (Denver)
Gonzo Tennis/Centennial MS (Boulder)
Railbender Park (Parker)
Greenwood Athletic Club (Gwood Village)
Memorial Park (Colorado Springs)
Columbine Country Club (Littleton)
Gates Tennis Center (Denver)
Crestmoor Community Assoc (Denver)
The Meadows Club (Boulder)
APEX Tennis Center (Arvada)
CAC Inverness (Englewood)

TEAM REGISTRATION at COLORADOTENNIS.com
Indoor Events – $150/team • Outdoor Events – $100/team
Questions? Contact Nikki Hola, playday@coloradotennis.com

3v3 is about FUN!
• Have fun and enjoy the
experience
• Gain match experience
• Play with friends in a team
atmosphere
• Different ability levels are
welcome on a team
• Have a coachable play
experience
• Promotes a play-to-learn
environment

the fun
S
N
R
REthTisUfall!
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membership

X

fun & friendship

X

play-to-learn (all ages)

X

team practices/matches

X

novice players

X

intermediate players

X

advanced players

X

age divisions (10s, 12s, 14s, 18s)

X

boys & girls divisions

X

life lessons
concussions

Two Courts:
1 singles, 1 doubles
Substitutions
allowed!
Coaching
encouraged!

Fall season starts August 18! Season ends 9/29

Contact your local facility TODAY to register for a team.

Need help finding a team?
Email saryn@coloradotennis.com.
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JUNIORCOMPETITION
2018 Intermountain Summer Championships / Colorado Results
The 2018 USTA Intermountain Level 3 Summer Closed Championships
wrapped up June 13 at Gates Tennis Center after main rounds were played
at various metro area tennis facilities. The tournament is one of two Level
3 events in the six-state Intermountain Section, and welcomes many of the
BOYS 18
Singles:

GIRLS 18
Singles:

Josie Schaffer 2nd
Ashely Vielma 3rd
Lucy Lu 4th
Samantha Moore-Thomson 6th

Richter Jordaan 3rd
Jett Middleton 4th
Kasper Smith 5th
Doubles:

Doubles:

Jett Middleton 2nd
BOYS 14
Singles:

best players in the region.
Colorado players acquitted them selves quite well during the five-day
event, earning several championships and numerous podium finishes.

Lucy Lu/Samantha Moore-Thomson 2nd

RICHTERJORDAAN

JETTMIDDLETON

Nico Jamison Champion
Andy Schuiling 2nd
Conor Kaczmarczyk 6th

GIRLS 16
Singles:

JOSIESCHAFFER

LUCYLU

ASHLEYVIELMA

Julia Rydel 4th
Dilafzo Abdullaeva 5th
Valerie Negin 6th

BOYS 12
Doubles:
Mark Lapko Champion

GIRLS 14
Singles:

Radina Bakolov 3rd

Doubles:
NICOJAMISON

ANDYSCHUILING

Radina Bakolov 2nd

GIRLS 12
Singles:

Rosabella Andrade Champion
Amina Abdullaeva 3rd
Sia Cariov 6th

Doubles:

Rosabella Andrade/JoAnna Kennedy 2nd

JULIARYDEL

RADINABAKOLOV

ROSABELLAANDRADE

AMINAABDULLAEVA
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JUNIOR COMPETITORS RECEIVE PLAY KIND AWARD

Meet the 2018 USTA Intermountain Summer Closed Championship Play KIND Award winners. The award, presented by USTA
Colorado official snack partner KIND, invites players to practice good sportsmanship. Both players received a KIND Prize Pack
in recognition of their awards.

SIDNEELAVATAI

MURRAY,UT

AXELBOTTICELLI

LAS VEGAS, NV

What do you love about tennis and what inspires you to play?
Tennis has helped me me grow as a person, and on top of it, I enjoy
playing! Tennis inspires me to continually improve, which helped
me get into college (Utah State University).

What do you love about tennis and what inspires you to play?
Tennis is a really cool sport because it's a constant mental and
physical challenge. The feeling of competing against others and
winning is what inspires me to play.

What does playing kind (being a good sport) mean to you?
Playing KIND means that when you step out on the court, no
matter who it is, you treat them with respect. Usually in doing so,
you and your opponent can have a focused and competitive match.
Growing up, my parents always told me, “treat those how you want
to be treated”. I try my best to implement it into my tennis game.

What does playing kind (being a good sport) mean to you? To
me, playing KIND means to play fair and respect your opponent,
the staff, and others that helped you along the way.

Talk about the life skills have you learned from tennis? Being a tennis player you learn
that even after countless hours of practice you may not always be playing your ideal
game. You then have to adjust your mindset and play to the best of your ability that day
while keeping your spirits up. This has helped me learn that you have to work with what
you’ve got. You are not always going to have everything you need but that shouldn’t stop
you. Finding other ways to achieve something you are passionate about is just apart of the
process in the succession of that goal. Another thing that goes along with this is that you
cannot go through life, or a match, expecting something to be handed to you. You must be
willing to do what it takes to attain your aspirations.
What would you tell a young player that would encourage them to play KIND? I would
tell them that as a tennis player, you already have so much to think about during a match.
Practicing playing and being kind will make it easier for you to focus on the task at hand.
Not only will it help you during your match, it will help you become a better person as well.

What inspires you to play kind? Playing KIND gives me a sense
of pride, no matter the outcome of a tennis match or tournament.
Talk about the life skills have you learned from tennis? I've learned to stay focused when
things are not going the way that I want them to. No matter what situation that I'm in, I can
always find something positive to think of for a boost of confidence.
Talk a little bit about your high school career (classroom and tennis). I go to Odyssey
Charter High School, an online public school in Las Vegas. Since I have a lot of flexibility of
working from home or on the road, I'm able to train more than a regular school schedule
would allow. I also play for Palo Verde High School, and I really enjoy the spirit of my team.
What would you tell a young player that would encourage them to play KIND? You have
the privilege to be able to play tennis and compete in tournaments. Not everyone is lucky
enough to have those opportunities and the support it takes to get you where you are. It's
important that you appreciate this by being a good sport and showing respect on and off
the court.
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PREPCOMPETITION

All photos courtesy of CHSAANow.com
unless otherwise noted

3A WRAP-UP

Despite losing their head coach prior to the regional tournament, Peak to
Peak rallied behind fill-in coach (and history teacher) Wade Kingsbury and
claimed titles at No. 1 and No. 2 singles to edge out last year's team champion
D'Evelyn by just four points.
Twins Trisha and Trini Somasundaram, who were born just over one minute
apart, won their respective titles just one minute apart, leading the Pumas to
their first-ever tennis championship.
“I kept wanting to watch her play and I did whenever I would get a break,” Trini
said. “I’m so happy I won first, now I have all the bragging rights.”
“Twin power,” Trisha said. “We were talking to each other and telling each
other we both got this and that we used that twin power to both be successful.”
“When I saw Trini winning, I was like we both got this,” Trisha said. “I was
kinda freaking out when I saw my sister win and all the cheers, so then I was
like it’s my turn and I want the cheers now.”
Peak to Peak finished the tournament with 55 points. D’Evelyn finished in a
close second with 51, and then Holy Family with 46 points. Dawson won the team
sportsmanship award for the second consecutive year.

Trisha Somasundaram earned the 3A No. 1 singles
title and helped Peak to Peak capture their first team
crown.

CHRIS MCLEAN/PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN

4A WRAP-UP

5A WRAP-UP

Poudre's Ky Ecton is atop the Class 5A girls tennis world. Again. Ecton, a
senior, captured the 5A No. 1 singles championship for the second straight
season, this one coming via a 6-4, 6-4 win over Rock Canyon sophomore
Meghna Chowdhury on Friday at Gates Tennis Center.
She is the first girl to repeat as champion at No. 1 singles in 5A since
former Poudre star Natalie Dunn did it in 2010. Ecton grew up watching Dunn
play — her mom, Laura, has been Poudre's coach for more than 20. She
finishes her senior season 25-0, and lost just a single set all year.
Chowdhury was seeking to become Rock Canyon's first-ever individual
girls champion. As it was, she became the school's first-ever placer.
Ecton's run to a second-straight individual title also helped Poudre secure
its spot as runner-up — the team's highest-ever finish. The Impalas placed
second to Cherry Creek, which had a dominant run to the program's secondconsecutive team title, and 35th overall. The Bruins were individual champions
at No. 2 singles (Eliza Hill), No. 3 singles (Nicole Hill), No. 1 doubles (Micha
Handler and Miranda Kawula), No. 2 doubles (Anna Fusaris and Halley
Mackiernan) and No. 4 doubles (Emily Wilkins and Dahlia Rappaport).
Also winning an individual championship were Marie Manassez and Grace
Neff of Regis Jesuit at No. 3 doubles.

Lucy Lu's upset of
two-time defending
4A champion Josie
Schaffer also ended
Cheyenne Mountain's
9-year run as team
champions.

In one moment, Niwot freshman Lucy Lu became the queenslayer. Her match
point in the second set of the No. 1 singles final didn't just end Josie Schaffer's
run as a state champion, but it also put Niwot out of reach of defending team
champion Cheyenne Mountain.
For the second time in school history and the first time in 10 years, the
Cougars are the Class 4A girls tennis champions.
And to cap it off, Lu brought home the No. 1 singles, setting the tone for Niwot
who would sweep all five finals that they reached. Julia Pentz ended her career
with a championship, topping Ariana Arenson in the No. 3 singles final.Niwot
also claimed three doubles championships as Lily Sieben and Erin O'Neill,
Catherine Xiao and Maedee Trank-Greene, and Emily Creek and Annie Heinritz
all took spots on the top of the podium. The team finished with 86 points, 14
better than Cheyenne Mountain.
Lu and Schaffer traded breaks throughout the first set, which Lu ultimately
won, 10-8 in the tiebreak. Lu settled in and took the second set 6-2, handing
Schaffer her first loss in the state tournament.
"I'm just so proud of my team and I'm so happy," Lu said.
Palmer Ridge received the Vicky Matarazzo Sportsmanship Award.

Ky Ecton became the first
5A No. 1 singles champion
to repeat in nearly a
decade, losing just a single
set all year to finish 25-0.
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3A CHAMPIONS: PEAK TO PEAK
TEAM RESULTS:

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS:

Peak to Peak
55
D'Evelyn
51
Holy Family
46
Dawson
37
Colorado Academy
28
Steamboat Springs
17
University
16
Aspen
16
Denver North
13
Pueblo County
13
Eaton
11
CS School
11
Vanguard
5
Sterling
3
Lutheran
2
Salida
2
Fort Morgan
1
Mead
1
Colorado Springs Christian 1

Championship Singles
1. Trisha Somasundaram, Peak to Peak def Mae Thorp, Steamboat Springs 6-2, 6-2
2. Trini Somasundaram, Peak to Peak def Niko Hansen, Aspen 6-1, 6-3
3. Elisa Dean, D'Evelyn def Amanda Funk, CO Academy 6-1, 7-5
Championship Doubles
1. Ciara Donovan/Lexi Licata, Holy Family def Natalie Orcutt/Alexsei Vieyra, University 7-6, 6-2
2. Ann-Claire Lin/Story Wolf-Tinsman, CO Academy def Kadie Griffith/Mikaelee Salberg, Eaton 6-3, 6-2
3. Eloise Shehan/Victoria Joris, Dawson def Isabella Brakhage/Madison Lin, Peak to Peak 6-4, 6-3
4. Ashlee Hanratty/Kinley Gomez, Pueblo County def Julia Garfinkel/Sarah Devereux, Dawson 6-4, 6-4
Consolation Singles
1. Mia Oliver, Denver North def Jules Thompson, CS School 6-0, 6-0
2. Angi Reed, D'Evelyn def Paige Giltner, Holy Family 6-3, 6-7, 6-2
3. Tiffany Tran, Peak to Peak def An Tran, Holy Family 6-3, 6-2
Consolation Doubles
1. Cammy Lee/Olivia Sanders, D'Evelyn def Allie Blank/Isabelle Shehan, Dawson 6-7, 7-5, 6-4
2. Charity Perkes/Keri Jennings, D'Evelyn def Quin Ramos/Alexa Rinard, Dawson 4-6, 6-4, 6-4
3. Lainie Bonthron/Abby Hawley, D'Evelyn def Caroline Smolky/Emily Lindoerfer, Holy Family 6-3, 6-4
4. Grace Coster/Evelin Mojica, Holy Family def Paige Burns/Claire Franz, Peak to Peak 6-7, 6-4, 6-1

4A CHAMPIONS: NIWOT
TEAM RESULTS:
Niwot
Cheyenne Mountain
Kent Denver
Mullen
Lewis-Palmer
Valor Christian
Palmer Ridge
Durango
Loveland
Longmont
Air Academy
Discovery Canyon
Golden
Thompson Valley
Windsor
Liberty
Pine Creek
Coronado
Pueblo West
Standley Lake

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS:
86
72
25
25
23
18
17
16
9
9
7
5
5
3
3
2
1
1
1
1

Championship Singles
1. Lucy Lu, Niwot def Josie Schaffer 7-6, 6-2
2. Corey Patton Lossner, Cheyenne Mountain def Austynn Crocker, Lewis-Palmer 6-3, 5-7, 6-2
3. Julia Pentz, Niwot def Ariana Arenson, Cheyenne Mountain 6-0, 6-2
Championship Doubles
1. Taylor Heinicke/Jensen Enterman, Cheyenne Mtn def Jessie Cleary/Izzy Watts, Mullen 5-7, 6-4, 6-4
2. Lily Sieben/Erin O'Neill, Niwot def Emma Delich/Sydney Wagner, Cheyenne Mountain 1-6 6-4 6-4
3. Catherine Xiao/Maedee Trank-Greene, Niwot def Jordan Cleary/Tatum Maloney, Mullen 6-4 6-4
4. Emily Creek/Annie Neinritz, Niwot def Zola Bzdek/Maggie Dwyer, Cheyenne Mountain 6-3 6-4
Consolation Singles
1. Morgan Hall, Cheyenne Mountain def Mavis Edwards, 6-1, 6-0
2. Taylor Thulson, Niwot def Darby Warburton, Valor Christian 6-4, 6-2
3. Emma Gaydos, Lewis-Palmer def Taylor Merz, Longmont 6-4, 6-1
Consolation Doubles
1. Julia Doyle/Isabel Haifleigh, Kent Denver def Rachel Drake/Tehnley White, Niwot 6-3, 6-3
2. Paiton Riggle/Tessa Rothwell, Palmer Ridge def Sam Chavez/Marguerite Keegan, Valor 6-0, 6-4
3. Allison Westbrook/Rebecca Emme, Loveland def Samantha Cordasco/Kate Danis, Air Academy 6-3, 6-2
4. Megan Sandy/Rebecca Watts, Mullen def Kate Douglas/Tess Kelly, Palmer Ridge 6-4, 6-3

5A CHAMPIONS: CHERRY CREEK
TEAM RESULTS:
Cherry Creek
Poudre
Denver East
Fort Collins
Fairview
Mountain Vista
Rock Canyon
Regis Jesuit
Thunderridge
Chatfield
Monarch
Fruita Monument
Lakewood
Grandview
Grand Junction
Boulder
Fossil Ridge
Ralston Valley
Rocky Mountain
Dohert
Arapahoe
Broomfield
Highlands Ranch
Heritage

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS:
85
38
29
22
17
15
15
15
15
14
11
11
9
8
8
6
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Championship Singles
1. Ky Ecton, Poudre def Meghna Chowdhury, Rock Canyon 6-4, 6-4
2. Eliza Hill, Cherry Creek def Alexis Bernthal, Fairview 6-3, 6-1
3. Nicole Hill, Cherry Creek def Jenesse Johnson, Denver East 6-1, 6-3
Championship Doubles
1. Micha Handler/Miranda Kawulka, Cherry Creek def Ashlen Grote/Sammy Bheemireddy, Mtn Vista 6-3, 6-0
2. Anna Fusaris/Halley Mackiernan, Cherry Creek def Maddie Darre/Kelly Wulf, Denver East 4-6, 7-5, 6-2
3. Marie Manassee/Grace Neff, Regis Jesuit def Aurora Slaughter/Sunny Taylor, Fort Collins 6-2, 2-6, 6-1
4. Emily Wilkins/Dahlia Rappaport, Cherry Creek def Lauren Rice/Mikaela Haas, Lakewood 6-1, 6-2
Consolation Singles
1. Veronika Bruetting, Thunderridge def Deena Abdulloeva, Cherry Creek 6-2, 6-3
2. Marina Youngdahl, Monarch def Isabel Manzaneras, Grand Junction 6-2, 6-4
3. Anna Hoffman, Poudre def Amber Skillicorn, Fruita Monument 2-6, 7-6, 6-2
Consolation Doubles
1. Delsie Johnson/Lilly Tucker, Fort Collins def Kendall Moore/Caitlin Quirk, Chatfield 6-2, 6-3
2. Lindy Hickman/Rebecca Kirby, Poudre def Tedy Reed/Olivia Santangelo, Chatfield 6-4, 6-2
3. Sydney Haith/Lexie Fisher, Cherry Creek def Mia Nguyen/Felicia Tay, Grandview 7-5, 6-3
4. Sienna Dilworth/Katherine Stary, Denver East def Ellie Huettel/Lucie Paul, Boulder 6-3, 6-4
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BOYS

CLASS RANK PLAYER
2019 83 Richter Jordaan
2019 161 Christian Holmes
2019 197 Jack McDermott
2019 206 Nicholas Lorenz
2019 241 Brett Finan
2019 333 Teague Burger
2019 471 Tyler Landen
2019 515 Teodor Cariov
2019 650 Kosta Garger
2019 690 Carter Logan
2019 741 Andrew Seehausen
2019 769 Andy Wu
2019 809 Riley Black
2019 895 Alexander Ilic
2019 940 Sam Nassif
2019 950 Dustin Bohuslavschi
2019 993 Cal Hegstrom
2019 1063 Andrew Jeffries
2019 1232 Luke Andrews
2019 1238 Brenden Arndt
2019 1283 Luke Miller
2019 1310 Mason Lewis
2019 1326 Quinn McNamara
2019 1388 Wyatt Stempel
2019 1410 Riley Mulshine
2019 1449 Samson Knape
2019 1468 Brandon Keller
2019 1482 R Jordan
2019 1490 Fink Garrett
2019 1504 Nautica Cobb
2019 1520 David Zalinski
2019 1576 Will Fiala
			
2020 58 Jett Middleton
2020 122 Quinn Snyder
2020 484 Alex Gordon
2020 549 Akhil Gupta
2020 551 Jean-Loup Auzias
2020 805 Nicholas Svichar
2020 809 Michael Conde
2020 864 John Dick
2020 985 Braeden Thomas
2020 1043 Nicholas Solimene
2020 1077 Kian Grimison
2020 1090 Caleb Aguirre
2020 1125 Joey Geisz
2020 1127 Ben Bicknell
2020 1130 Austin Kattenhorn

HOMETOWN
Denver
Littleton
Evergreen
Colorado Springs
Broomfield
Steamboat Springs
Centennial
Boulder
Englewood
Highlands Ranch
Lone Tree
Boulder
Niwot
Aspen
Denver
Peyton
Grand Junction
Littleton
Littleton
Longmont
Colorado Springs
Broomfield
Louisville
Steamboat Springs
Longmont
FtCollins
Grand Junction
Boulder
Greeley
Arvada
Glenwood Springs
Colorado Springs
Columbine Valley
Steamboat Springs
Cherry Hills Village
FtCollins
Denver
Greenwood Village
Superior
Highlands Ranch
Littleton
Highlands Ranch
Boulder
Cherry Hills Village
Colorado Springs
Longmont
Lafayette

CLASS RANK PLAYER

HOMETOWN

2020 1143 Alex Baum
2020 1151 Paul Jones
2020 1238 Zach Scott
2020 1256 Trent Beckman
2020 1358 Benjamin Idler
2020 1377 Naman Kapasi
2020 1408 Brandon Pennington
2020 1410 Luke Smith
2020 1451 Blake Davis
2020 1461 Trevor Fone
2020 1497 Ryan Grayson
2020 1523 Yuto West
2020 1560 Ryan Wood
2020 1589 Hunter Gormley
2020 1592 Adam Heilbronner
2020 1600 Antoine Billat
2020 1604 Kenneth Orive-Phipps
2020 1618 Barry Dechtman
2020 1622 Matthew Cadol
2020 1626 Michael Crum
2020 1634 Nico Gonzalez
2020 1671 Connor McKenzie
2020 1673 Christian Hirano
2020 1690 Zachariah Nuckols
			
2021 112 Neil Wilcox
2021 181 Morgan Schilling
2021 222 Clark Steinhauser
2021 357 Andy Schuiling
2021 517 Luke Silverman
2021 533 George Cavo
2021 774 Chris Swanson
2021 900 Cameron Lupo
2021 913 Dayton Fisher
2021 916 Chase Walters
2021 965 Samuel Keronen
2021 976 George Henry Hanzel
2021 1053 Christian Trevey
2021 1063 David Bomgaars
2021 1074 Nicholas Dietrich
2021 1077 Andre Maltzahn
2021 1091 David Augustine
2021 1150 James Levison
2021 1173 Phillip Albright
2021 1196 Mac Caldwell
2021 1198 Arjun Batra
2021 1269 Robert Metz
2021 1291 Elliott Chen

Littleton
Manitou Springs
Aurora
Greenwood Village
Golden
Highlands Ranch
Lakewood
Highlands Ranch
Littleton
Highlands Ranch
Boulder
Brighton
Centennial
FtCollins
Boulder
Broomfield
Lakewood
Denver
Highlands Ranch
Denver
Denver
Arvada
Niwot
Broomfield
Longmont
Littleton
Denver
Steamboat Springs
Boulder
Greenwood Village
Highlands Ranch
Westminster
Arvada
Highlands Ranch
Longmont
Greenwood Village
Parker
Aurora
Golden
FtCollins
FtCollins
Westminster
Denver
Greenwood Village
Aurora
Colorado Springs
FtCollins

TENNISRECRUITING.NET
CLASS RANK PLAYER
2021 1342 Andrew Marocchi
2021 1404 Dante Dino
2021 1476 Miles Gamble
2021 1480 Braden Mayer
2021 1488 Carter Galyardt
2021 1574 Shawn Springer
2021 1674 John Shelby
2021 1715 Zak Chehadi
2021 1750 Greg McMullan
2021 1758 Wayne Aggen
2021 1796 Benjamin Zhang
			
2022 410 Conor Kaczmarczyk
2022 528 Matthew Batmunkh
2022 995 Gabriel Wu
2022 1046 Phoenix Lee
2022 1063 Oliver Muhl
2022 1064 Henry Matheson
2022 1088 Rodrigo Lopez-Abadia
2022 1094 Aksel Moe
2022 1171 Jack Scherer
2022 1242 Brady Elliott
2022 1259 Jake Wicks
2022 1304 Sam McDonald
2022 1355 Luke Beukelman
2022 1412 Zach Hartman
2022 1484 Carter Smith
2022 1545 Alex Tseng
2022 1548 Ainsley Elliott-Beagle
2022 1604 Arman Kian
2022 1618 Henry Johnson
2022 1672 Ryan Lowe
2022 1688 Isaac Christensen
2022 1695 Alan Davis
2022 1742 John Lehto
			
2023 49 Nico Jamison
2023 454 Kiril Kostadinov
2023 527 Bridger Galyardt
2023 766 Andrew Schell
2023 880 Enzo Inghilterra
2023 890 Jack Barker
2023 918 Wesley Leach
2023 1008 Daniel Smith
2023 1054 Tyler Burridge
2023 1083 Harrison Wentworth
2023 1088 Ezra Doherty
2023 1104 Luke Weber

HOMETOWN

CLASS RANK PLAYER

Centennial
Denver
FtCollins
Englewood
FtCollins
Aurora
FtCollins
Louisville
Cherry Hills Village
Grand Junction
Greenwood Village

2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023

1130
1186
1205
1280
1349
1373
1451
1477
1498
1544
1584

Luke Jensen
Emmett Owenby
Diego Garcia-Gallo
Graham Beukelman
Zachary Hayutin
Roee Sela
Walker Carlson
Jacob Haas
Hadley Fisher
Ethan Wysocki
Ryan Pool

HOMETOWN
Louisville
Lone Tree
Denver
Greenwood Village
Englewood
Broomfield
Boulder
Lakewood
Arvada
Erie
Denver

Denver
Aurora
Colorado Springs
Lakewood
Monument
Longmont
Superior
Boulder
Littleton
FtCollins
Boulder
Englewood
Greenwood Village
FtCollins
Littleton
Denver
Centennial
Denver
Greenwood Village
Arvada
Boulder
Colorado Springs
Evergreen
Greeley
Denver
FtCollins
Denver
Denver
Littleton
Wheat Ridge
Littleton
Boulder
Castle Rock
Boulder
Erie

Play Tennis!
• USPTA, PTR, USTA NET GENERATION
Certiﬁed Coaching Staff
• 2018 RMTC Summer Tennis Program
• Junior Camps for all levels -1/2 and full day offerings
• High Performance Camps
• Tennis & the Arts 5-8 years
• Full Adult program
• 10 Junior Tournaments and 3 Adult Tournaments

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

Tennis
Center

RMTennisCenter.com
303.449.5033
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TENNISRECRUITING.NET

GIRLS
CLASS RANK PLAYER

HOMETOWN

CLASS RANK PLAYER

2019 107 Ashley Vielma
FtCollins
2019 152 Josephine Schaffer
Greenwood Village
2019 175 Seraphin Castelino
Superior
2019 282 Sophie Pearson
Longmont
2019 321 Morgan Hall
Colorado Springs
2019 489 Emily Untermeyer
Cherry Hills Village
2019 516 Trisha Somasundaram
Superior
2019 661 Mia Oliver
Denver
2019 705 Amanda Schlatter
Cherry Hills Village
2019 732 Mattie Kuntzelman
Colorado Springs
2019 753 Trini Somasundaram
Superior
2019 838 Ashlen Grote
Highlands Ranch
2019 862 Thanish Hemika Arul Kumar Centennial
2019 918 Cori Campbell
Colorado Springs
2019 920 Josie Williams
Centennial
2019 922 Amber Weston
Cherry Hills Village
2019 940 Emma Morrissey
Denver
2019 984 Shelby Roberts
Longmont
2019 999 Allyson Horvath
Broomfield
2019 1035 Aubrey Chambers
Castle Rock
			
			
2020 156 Samantha Moore-Thomson Denver
2020 187 Meghna Chowdhury
Highlands Ranch
2020 216 Lela Daszuta
Evergreen
2020 298 Veronika Bruetting
Highlands Ranch
2020 409 Ellie Strande
Centennial
2020 489 Olivia Desso
Evergreen
2020 535 Hana Kimmey
Colorado Springs
2020 542 Mavis Edwards
Bayfield
2020 543 Keelie Bennett
Monument
2020 569 Austynn Crocker
Colorado Springs
2020 673 Natalie Hamill
FtCollins
2020 710 Erica Mock
Littleton

HOMETOWN

2020 812 Haley Artis
2020 820 Mae Thorp
2020 834 Amanda Pruitt
2020 900 Julianna Campos
2020 945 Rebecca Pavot
2020 962 Gigi Jensen
2020 1032 Natalia Smith
2020 1155 Aria Barbour
2020 1163 Maedee Trank-Greene
2020 1175 Grace Chadwick
			
			
2021 77 Sarah Hamner
2021 101 Lucy Lu
2021 191 Valerie Negin
2021 212 Natalie Stone
2021 260 Dilafzo Abdullaeva
2021 295 Alexis Bernthal
2021 304 Eliza Hill
2021 311 Julia Rydel
2021 338 Nicole Hill
2021 396 Anna Reimers
2021 505 Cassidy Rich
2021 518 Lauren Manwiller
2021 525 Christina Heffron
2021 584 Miranda Kawula
2021 595 Audrey O'Rear
2021 611 Marina Youngdahl
2021 678 Natalie Sprenger
2021 821 Mikaela Mueller
2021 835 Anna Fusaris
2021 903 Eun Koak
2021 1034 Chloe Knape
2021 1162 Sienna Dilworth

Aurora
Steamboat Springs
Highlands Ranch
Grand Junction
Longmont
Boulder
Littleton
Longmont
Longmont
Castle Rock
FtCollins
Broomfield
Centennial
Broomfield
Englewood
Boulder
Greenwood Village
Denver
Greenwood Village
Highlands Ranch
Highlands Ranch
Evergreen
Castle Rock
Cherry Hills Village
Lone Tree
Superior
Superior
Littleton
Englewood
Colorado Springs
FtCollins
Denver

CLASS RANK PLAYER
2021 1173 Dahlia Rappaport
2021 1213 Sunny Taylor
2021 1229 Kari Leach
2021 1267 Gwen Hall
2021 1277 Emily Creek
2021 1306 Zoe Allen
2021 1325 Amanda Barber
			
			
2022 219 Radina Bakalov
2022 334 Alissa Gurkovskiy
2022 385 Lilianna Chitambar
2022 429 Jasmine Geiss
2022 502 Christine Jevicky
2022 703 Victoria Moldovan
2022 837 Charlotte Barker
2022 884 Stephanie Untermeyer
2022 927 Mikaela Haas
2022 983 Anna Day
2022 998 Lila Travis
2022 1148 Jennifer Lawrence
2022 1177 Annie Hartman
2022 1217 Olivia Ivankoe
2022 1235 Ruby Muhl
2022 1251 Penelope Jensen
2022 1261 Madeline Trenovich
2022 1277 Dakota Gelman
			
			
2023 49 Karolina Jacobson
2023 183 Anna Jordaan
2023 321 Rosabella Andrade
2023 431 Grace Agster
2023 490 Amina Abdullaeva

HOMETOWN
Englewood
FtCollins
Wheat Ridge
Englewood
Longmont
Centennial
FtCollins
Longmont
Aurora
Boulder
Loveland
Littleton
Englewood
Littleton
Cherry Hills Village
Lakewood
Littleton
Boulder
Evergreen
Parker
Highlands Ranch
Monument
Boulder
Highlands Ranch
Denver

CLASS RANK PLAYER
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023

513
694
706
821
853
892
905
964
995
1021
1027
1053
1094
1124
1246
1249
1262
1263
1288
1295
1323

Emma Aubert
Makenna Collins
Katie Parr
Elona Simonov
Josephine Munson
Hanna Noyes
Lauren Pavot
Jane Roth
Virginia Gomulka
Alys Pop
Biella Games
Lauren Allen
Elizabeth Roth
Claire Silverman
Devree Van Tassell
Peyton Hostelley
Katherine Zawada
Elle Middleton
Kyla Fouts
Katherine Davis
Ava Zink

HOMETOWN
Grand Junction
FtCollins
Evergreen
Aurora
Longmont
Bow Mar
Longmont
Boulder
Boulder
Longmont
Boulder
Englewood
Boulder
Boulder
FtCollins
Highlands Ranch
Denver
Louisville
Littleton
Arvada
Windsor

Broomfield
Cherry Hills Village
Parker
Castle Pines
Centennial

Rankings as of July 1, 2018

Find more details at
COLORADOTENNIS.com
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12s GREEN BALL SERIES
LIFETIME FITNESS

MAR 16-18

RMTC SPRING JUNIOR CHP

APR 14-15

SOUTH SUBURBAN

MAY 19-20

MOJO DISTRICT CUP

JUN 22-27

GREENWOOD SUMMER BASH

JUL 27-29

KEN CARYL

AUG 10

MEADOW CREEK

SEP 28-30

RMTC FALL JUNIOR CHP

OCT 20-21

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS WINTER

NOV 30-DEC 2
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NEWS, NOTES & UPDATES

Correction:
2017 Men's 3.0 Final Rankings

Colorado 10.0 Mixed Champions
earn trip to Nationals

Congratulations to the 10.0 Mixed
Colorado squad from North Jeffco who
won its division at the 2018 USTA Mixed 18
& Over League Sectional Championships
held in Boise, Idaho, July 13-15, 2018.
Led by team captain Daniel Lizarribar,
the squad has qualified for the National
Championships in Mobile, Alabama, Nov.
9-11, 2018. Team members include Alex Le,
Yana Ruegsegger, Anastassiya Zherdeva,
Jeffrey Kamei, Emily Paulson, Nik Yip,
Sonya Stanley, Zsofia Alfonso, Mattison
Sperry and McKay Inman.

Please note that the final tournament
rankings listed in the Spring 2018 issue of
Colorado Tennis contained an error. The
following is the corrected list.
1. Colin Barnacle
2. Brad Reaves
3. Sean Allen
4. Gary Fraser
5. Scott Salzman
6. Harry Elliott
7. Clemens Ceipek
8. Leo Cabrera
9. Phillip Astras
10. David Strawn
11. Michael Whitehead-Bust
12. Randal Ankeney
13. John Koval
14. Steven Anewait
15. Holt Adams
16. Ronald Stevens

Improve your game with

NO IMPACT
to your NTRP rating.

SEASON
ONE:
TWO:
THREE:
FOUR:
FIVE:

DEADLINE

Feb 9-Mar23
Apr 6-May18
Jun 8-Jul 27
Aug 3-Sep 14
Sep 28-Nov 8

Jan 26
Mar 23
May 25
Jul 20
Sep 14

$12 singles, doubles, mixed
*plus active.com fee

Details and Registration at COLORADOTENNIS.com

SUMMER2018

DEADLINES AND OPPORTUNITIES
THERE'S STILL TIME TO GET ON A TEAM IN ONE OF THE
FINAL ADULT LEAGUE PROGRAMS FOR 2018

CTA 65 & OVER

FORMAT: 3d
COMBINED NTRP: 9.0/8.0/7.0/6.0
ADVANCEMENT: District/Sectional/National Invitational
REGULAR SEASON: Jul 10- Aug 24

ITA FALL MIXED

FORMAT: 3d
COMBINED NTRP: 9.5/8.5/7.5/6.5/5.5
ADVANCEMENT: District/Sectional
REGULAR SEASON: Jul 15-Aug 26

CTA TWILIGHT

FORMAT: 1s/2d
NTRP: 5.0/4.5+/4.0/3.5/3.0/2.5
ADVANCEMENT: District
REGULAR SEASON: Jul 30-Sep 13

CTA WOMENS SUMMER DAYTIME
FORMAT: 1s/2d
NTRP: 5.0/4.5/4.0/3.5/3.0/2.5
ADVANCEMENT: District

REGULAR SEASON: Jul 30-Sep 12

COLORADOTENNIS.com
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THEBIGCHAIR
STATE OF THE DISTRICT

FRITZGARGER
USTA COLORADO EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

NEWS FROM USTA COLORADO HEADQUARTERS

W

e are in the midst of another
busy tennis season!
Our league program is
going strong and we’re in
the prime season for a lot
of tournaments.
We’ve got our USTA Colorado SERVES
program operating in three cities across
the state (Steamboat Springs, Fort Collins
and Denver).
Our 3v3 Grand Prix Series takes a break
in the summer with our Junior Team Tennis
program in full swing and registration is
wrapping up for the fall season of JTT.
The viewing day for our Team Colorado
program took place earlier this month
with the program set to commence in the
winter. We’ve coordinated and assisted with
a number of coaches/instructor training
sessions and more are on the horizon.
All this to say, that we have a lot going
on with our sport in Colorado. And the
programs noted above don’t include all
of our activities or the offerings — events
and activities — provided by clubs, parks
& recs, community tennis associations in
towns and cities across the state. Tennis is

very healthy in Colorado.
Even with the success we’ve garnered
(collectively), our organization is constantly
looking at ways to improve or enhance our
product and/or delivery to entice more
people to play, and to keep those who
try the sport to continue to play and stay
engaged.
One component that is integral to
attracting people to the game is the
exposure and general awareness of the
sport itself. The everyday lives of people
are bombarded with so much information
and from so many avenues that is can be
difficult to have our message be heard.
This is where our affiliation with our
National organization becomes critical.
There are a host of aspects related to
this — just two of which are the fact
that obviously the marketing dollars at the
national level dwarf those at the Section
and District levels. USTA National therefore
plays a pivotal role in getting our message
out to the general public. In addition to
the National budget, the marquee events
hosted by the USTA (i.e. the US Open and
the lead up US Open Series) draw the

attention of millions of people (players and
potential players alike) nationwide.
Last year, we told you about the push
being made via the Net Generation
platform, which is focused on youth (but
even that exposure can impact adult
engagement). We anticipate seeing a great
deal of visibility for NetGeneration.com
which will hopefully drive traffic to that
site.
Thus, the focus of USTA Colorado, which
has been to promote and assist providers
(clubs, parks & recs, etc.) across Colorado
to register their facilities and programs
on the Net Generation platform. These
promotional efforts of the USTA will fall flat
if Colorado providers (and their programs)
aren’t listed when consumers visit the site.
We’ve visited many of the providers who
have registered (see Junior News, page 24)
to thank them and again, we’ll continue our
efforts to encourage others to do so.
Our sport is primed to take advantage
of all kinds of factors — we need to rally
all those in our industry to maximize this
opportunity.
The collaborative effort of our industry

in Colorado has been a key factor in the
success of our mission to promote and
develop the growth of tennis. We’re looking
to take advantage of Net Generation and
USTA National marketing. We’ll continue to
assess our own programs and initiatives in
an effort to create as seamless a progression
as possible for anyone interested in picking
up the sport and further developing their
skills and enjoyment.
We're staunch advocates of the Red,
Orange, Green progression and the use of
the proper racquet and court size as well.
We’ve developed recreational/competitive
offerings consistent with that — so players
of all ages (including adults) have options
so they can play the sport and have success
and enjoyment right away.
Our coordination with providers in all of
these areas will continue to be instrumental
as we strive to reach new populations of
tennis players in communities statewide.
3

Gates Tennis Center
&
Steamboat Springs
Tennis Center
Registration now open at

coloradotennis.com
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THELASTWORD
CONNECTING THE DOTS

KURTDESAUTELS
EDITOR, COLORADO TENNIS

LEAVING THE USTA.COM-BRANDED PLATFORM BEHIND

I

t’s hard to imagine that
the dawning of the digital
revolution and the age of
information began more
than 70 years ago with the
invention of the transistor.
The first commercial computer debuted
more than 65 years ago, the first email was
sent nearly 45 years ago. The first mobile
phone was launched in 1984, and the first
digital camera — capable of holding 10
photos — followed in 1988. It wasn’t until
a year later that Tim Berners Lee invented
the World Wide Web. A smart phone capable
of calls, email and fax showed up in 1994,
and the first social media site, Six Degrees,
appeared in 1997. Broadband becomes
available in 2000, eight years after dial up
went commercial, and the world celebrates
the end of that horrific start-up noise.
The youngest members of Generation
Z, or iGen as it’s sometimes called, were
not yet entering their teenage years when
Facebook and YouTube arrived. Half of Gen
Z were born into a world of iPhones and
3D printers. Theirs is a world where the

tennis

Information Age operates at hyperspeed,
and it shows absolutely no sign of slowing
down.
In our cover story, we explore how
the digital revolution and technological
innovation have changed the way players
experience tennis. But in this era, it’s not
just about experiencing tennis, it’s about
discovering tennis. As technology continues
to improve, we need to remember one
fundamental truth...

The digital revolution is
not about technology,
it’s about people.
We like to say that tennis is the original
social network. As you read in our last
issue, we shared with you our WHY?, our
raison d'être, our purpose. USTA Colorado
believes that we should be promoting and
developing the growth of people through
tennis, thereby strengthening communities
across the state.
To that end, we are primed for some
significant changes in helping the next

generation discover tennis.

Coming in 2019

Just a bit more than a year ago, I wrote
about the future of USTA Colorado's
communication strategy and how we had
begun exploring options for reaching the
next generation of players, and of course,
their parents.
As you are likely aware, USTA.com got
a major makeover in the last year. The
Intermountain Section (CO, ID, MT, NV, UT
and WY) has upgraded to the new platform,
but as of yet, not a single district (state) in
the entire country has made the move.
At nearly 10 years old, the existing
platform suffers from extreme old age in
an era of technological innovation. USTA
Colorado has been evaluating the upgrade
process for more than a year now, and has
made the decision to forge ahead with its
own platform, completely independent from
the USTA's publishing umbrella.
The IT and Communication/Design
departments are working to develop the new
website, which will debut in 2019. Unlike the

existing coloradotennis.com, the new site
will be built to run seamlessly on any device,
from desktop to mobile. Look for more
details on the launch of the new platform
in the Fall/Winter issue of Colorado Tennis.
Another big change to come in 2019 will be
a re-tooling of our print publications. Now in
its 43rd year, Colorado Tennis newspaper
will likely see a format change for the first
time in 30 years. Specifics will be provided
in the next issue.

Upcoming Colorado
Tennis publications

The Advertising deadline for the Fall/
Winter issue of Colorado Tennis is October 1,
2018. For more details, visit coloradotennis.
com and look for the news tab. USTA
Colorado is in the midst of finalizing details
on the 2019 Big Book of Colorado Tennis and
the three 2019 issues of Colorado Tennis.
Look for more information in the Fall/Winter
issue or book advertising with Karen Engel,
karenengel628@gmail.com.
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STAFF LISTING
Administration:

FRITZ GARGER
Executive Director, USTA CO/CYTF
x204 fritz@coloradotennis.com
LISA SCHAEFER
Associate Executive Director, USTA CO/CYTF
x201 lisa@coloradotennis.com
ANITA COOPER
Administrative Assistant
x200 anita@coloradotennis.com
THERESA DICKSON
Accountant
x227 theresa@coloradotennis.com

USTA COLORADO phone:303.695.4116
Gates Tennis Center toll free: 800.531.7438
3300 E Bayaud Ave fax: 303.695.7631

Player Development:
CINDY MACMASTER
Player Development Director
cindy@coloradotennis.com

Suite 201 league fax:303.695.6302
Denver, CO 80209 web: COLORADOTENNIS.com

/USTAColorado

Leagues:
JASON ROGERS
League Programs Director, IT Coordinator
x202 jason.rogers@coloradotennis.com

/USTAColorado
/USTAColorado

TAYLOR MCKINLEY
League Programs Manager
x210 taylor@coloradotennis.com

coloradotennis.org/BLAST

2018 USTA COLORADO BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DELEGATES AT-LARGE
Ed Anderson (Thornton), Vice President
Laurie Anderson (Greeley), Secretary
Susan Bolton (Denver)
Gonzo Garcia (Boulder)
Brett Haberstick (Boulder)
John Martinez (Denver)
Rachel Morley (Denver)
George Tavarez (Castle Rock)
Tom Van De Hey (Denver)

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Cliff Digby (Western Slope)
Angela Finan (Boulder), President
Dave Hill (Northern Colorado), Treasurer
Mike Humphrey (Southern Colorado)
Kate Walker (Mountains)
SPECIAL CATEGORY MEMBERS
Jon Messick (CTUA)
Nora Harrison (Diversity)
Ron Steege (USPTA)
John Suter (Hall of Fame)
Bill Trubey (Wheelchair)

KATE JAMES
League Coordinator
x208 kate@coloradotennis.com
SARYN MOONEY
League Coordinator
x206 saryn@coloradotennis.com
NICK TAYLOR
League Coordinator
x207 nick@coloradotennis.com
Community/Grassroots Tennis:
KRISTY HARRIS
Community Development Director
x300 kristy@coloradotennis.com

photo by Kurt Desautels

ABOUT USTA COLORADO
Founded in 1955, USTA Colorado (the Colorado Tennis Association) is a district affiliate of the United States Tennis Association,
and the governing body of tennis in Colorado. Its mission is to promote and develop the growth of tennis in Colorado, coordinating
recreational and competitive tennis opportunities for players of all ages, abilities, and backgrounds. A not-for-profit organization,
USTA Colorado invests 100% of its resources into growing the game.
• We are 23,000 members strong, but our scope is not confined to those players alone. We represent the half-million tennis players
in our state, providing information and opportunities to play for each and every one of them.
• We provide grants to organizations that want to introduce tennis to their communities and we offer scholarships to junior players
who seek to take their game to the next level.
• We coordinate adult league play for 40,000 players across the state, and offer programs for junior players of all ages and abilities.
• We sanction tournament play for 25,000 competitors of all ages and abilities.
• We reach out to all players, including those of diverse cultural backgrounds, mentally and physically challenged athletes, and
communities lacking resources. Diversity and Inclusion is a strategic priority for USTA Colorado and one of our core values.
We are in the parks. We are in recreation centers and in private clubs. We are in schools helping physical education teachers
introduce our kids to a game that they can play for a lifetime, keeping them fit and healthy.
We believe that fundamental tennis principles like sportsmanship, hard work and personal responsibility translate into every area
of life. Through tennis we are helping people realize their potential both on and off the court.

KRISTY JENKINS
Community Youth & School Tennis Coordinator
x301 schools@coloradotennis.com
Competitive Tennis:
JASON COLTER
Tournament Operations Director
x205 jason@coloradotennis.com
Marketing/Diversity:
PAULA MCCLAIN
Marketing & Diversity Director
x220 paula@coloradotennis.com
Publications:
KURT DESAUTELS
Creative & Communications Director
x203 kurt@coloradotennis.com
Information Technology:
GARY GOFF
Information Technology & Technical Support Director
x303 support@coloradotennis.com
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